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Aristotle on Women: We Don’t Get No Respect

Plato’s Account of a Woman’s Nature
Since Plato’s Republic precedes Aristotle’s Politics, his work will be
discussed first. The Republic is an account of Plato’s politics and ethics and asks
such questions as whether is it better to be unjust or just and what justice is. In
an attempt to answer these questions, Plato examines a kallipolis3 and all of its
components. One component is women and the role they play in this kallipolis. In
book five of the Republic, both Socrates and Glaucon discuss at length the possible
role of women in society. The word “possible” is used because the women of
Athens did not have as many freedoms or opportunities as their male counterparts.
By the end of the Republic, Plato makes two things that are important to this topic
quite clear: 1) It is better to be just rather than unjust; 2) Women have the same
nature as men and therefore are equal to them.
Book five opens with Socrates’ and Glaucon’s discussion of women.
Glaucon asks, “Do you know of anything practiced by human beings in which the
male sex is not superior to the female in all other ways?” (455c).4 Socrates replies,

“It’s true that one sex is more superior to the other in pretty well everything,
although many women are better than many men in many things” (455d).
Glaucon’s comment is a reflection of popular opinion: a woman was thought to
belong at home being a domestic, while her husband worked and was involved
in politics.5 Socrates, in this dialogue, is the one who introduces the idea of
women being superior to men in certain areas. Socrates thinks certain attributes,
such as being musically or medically inclined, are not instilled into certain sexes,
but rather all sexes. A man can be more musically inclined than a woman and a
woman can be better suited for medicine than a man. These inclinations depend
on the individual person, not their sex (455a).
After further debate, Socrates concludes, “Then women of this sort [with
a guardian nature-the ability to rule] must be chosen along with men of the same
sort to live with them and share their guardianship, seeing that they are adequate
for the task and akin to the men in nature” (456a-b). Both Socrates and Glaucon
agree at the end of their discussion that women and men share the same nature
and that both sexes are capable of being involved in politics and philosophy, of
ultimately becoming Guardians. Once this idea is established, they conclude that
women and men should be given the chance to learn equally and be taught in all
areas necessary to becoming a successful Guardian (456b).
Socrates and Glaucon realize that Athenian law prohibits the actions of
women: “Then we’re not legislating impossibilities or indulging in mere wishful
thinking, since the law we established is in accord with nature. It’s rather the
way things are at present that seems to be against nature” (456c). Earlier in the
Republic, Glaucon comments similarly that, “Perhaps much of what we are saying,
since it is contrary to custom, would incite ridicule if it were carried out in practice
as we’ve described” (452a). Both men are aware that what they are discussing
is against the common practice in Athens, but they challenge it and conceive of
something better: a society where because women are equal in nature to men,
except in strength, they can hold positions of power. Socrates and Glaucon see
nothing absurd in women’s involvement in politics, or having leisure and the
chance to be educated, or dedicating their lives to philosophy. Since women have
the same nature as men they should have the same freedoms and opportunities:
“There is no function in society which should be reserved for either women or
men: both sexes are equally eligible for selection as Guardians” (Blundell, 1995, p.
182). A great deal of controversy surrounds Socrates and Glaucon’s conversation
because it is opposed to the beliefs held at that time and Plato’s Timaeus seems to
counter his position held regarding woman in the Republic.
Most of the counterarguments against Plato’s feminist ideas occur in the
Timaeus. The Republic was written around 380 BC and the Timaeus was likely
composed around 360 BC, twenty years after he first proposed his ideas about
women. In the Timaeus Plato claims that, “According to our likely account, all
male-born humans who lived lives of cowardice of injustice were reborn in the
second generation as women” (90e-91a).6 Plato’s account of metempsychosis
or reincarnation has contradictions within itself and conflicts with his previous
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Teresa Bittler
Introduction
Though Americans live in a decreasingly male dominated or patriarchal
society, women are still placed in an inferior role within our society’s political
structure. The 21st century may be here, but scientific studies have revealed that
our society still sees women as belonging at home and men as belonging at work.1
Although society is changing and beginning to see the flaws in traditional views,
shifting gender roles have yet to be widely accepted in America.2 Was there ever
a time when things were different? A time when it was acceptable for women
to work jobs and for men to raise children? Was it different 2,500 years ago in
ancient Greece?
500-300 BCE marks the classical period of antiquity and is philosophically
often associated with the works of Plato and Aristotle. Depending on whose work
you read, women were seen either as inferior to men (Aristotle) or as equals with
the exception of physical strength (Plato). Plato and Aristotle have differing views
on the nature of women. It is the intent of this paper to look first at the historical
setting of women in ancient Greece and how they were treated and discussed by
Plato and Aristotle, then to establish how these philosophers might be viewed
in light of the roles women have in American society. Plato and Aristotle are
the first philosophers to discuss in-depth the role of women in society and their
views. Moreover, Aristotle’s views have helped to shape how women are currently
treated by society (Blundell, 1995). Plato’s account of women, however, can be an
example in American society of how women are to be treated, in order for equality
to be reached.

statements made in the Republic. Allen (1997) succinctly restates Plato’s account
of reincarnation as it was stated in the Republic:
Plato described the same soul living at different times in male and female
bodies. The soul itself had no sexual identity; it was only the material
body that gave it a specification as male or female. Since the identity of
the person was derived from the soul, and the soul could be incarnated in
either a male or female body, the fundamental identity of woman and man
was the same (p. 62).
In the Republic Plato describes a soul that is sexless and which chooses its desired
physical sex. In the Timaeus he states that souls transmigrate into females as a type
of punishment for poor behavior.
Plato introduces his idea of reincarnation in book ten of the Republic,
which was written before the Timaeus. One possible way to reconcile this is given
by Blundell (1995), who excuses Plato’s contradictions: “In his old age, it seems,
Plato was less willing to contemplate radical social change, and as a result his
latent misogyny become far more visible” (p. 195). Blundell’s reading is generous,
but compelling. It is often said that people are born liberal and die conservative.
As people age, their views and values change and it is a truism that the change is
most often from more radical to conventional positions. Plato’s views change in
other respects,7 so it is perfectly conceivable that they would change regarding a
woman’s role in the polis8 as well as her nature. It is easy to ignore the generous
account Plato states about women in the Republic, but that would mean ignoring
one of Plato’s masterpieces and both dialogues need to be taken into account.
It seems fair to suggest that in Plato there is an inchoate feminism, or at least,
arguments that support a feminist position can be found, unlike the work of his
student Aristotle.
Aristotle’s Account of a Woman’s Nature
Plato’s and Aristotle’s views on women vary greatly: “Although Aristotle
had been a pupil of Plato for twenty years, in his later thinking he departed from
Platonic doctrine in a number of respects, and his views on the nature and proper
role of women are radically different from those of his master” (Blundell, 1995,
p. 186). In the Politics, Aristotle attacks almost every feminist claim Plato makes.
Aristotle writes: “Again, if Socrates makes the women common, and retain private
property, the men will see to the fields, but who will see to the house...Once more:
it is absurd that men and women should follow the same pursuits” (1264b 1-6).9
Although this is only one small aspect of Aristotle’s philosophy, this disdain for
female equality is found throughout the Politics. Aristotle is concerned with
keeping women in their conventional roles and making sure their domain is limited
to household duties because the domestic necessities of life need to be tended to.
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However, to be fair, Aristotle does allow women to have some freedoms.
He challenges the customs of his day, but only subtly and not as dramatically
as Plato does. Kotzin (1998) comments that Aristotle in the Politics “thought it
would be better if girls, or women, married a bit later than was the custom, and if
husband and wife were closer in age than was the custom, in Athens at the time”
(p. 18, my emphasis). Kotzin’s use of the word custom was emphasized because it
is apparent that Aristotle was willing to challenge the custom of his day, like Plato
did through Socrates and Glaucon.
He continues to challenge the custom of his day by writing: “The union
of male and female when too young is bad for the procreation of children; in all
other animals the offspring of the young are small and ill-developed, and with
a tendency to produce female children” (1335a 11-14). Later he writes, “In
childbirth also younger women suffer more, and more of them die” (1335a 1617). His first concern above all else is that when men and women mate, they
do so when it is more likely that male offspring will be produced. This further
supports Aristotle’s idea that men are superior because male offspring are desired
and female offspring are not. There is not as much benefit in Athens to having a
woman, for she has a use, it is just not a very expansive one. His second concern
is that women who become pregnant too early in life will die from complications
during labor. Both of his concerns center around a woman’s traditional role as wife
and mother. Aristotle clearly establishes male dominance over women:
And it is clear that the rule of the soul over the body, and of the mind and
the rational element over the passionate, is natural and expedient….Again,
the male is by nature superior, and the female inferior; and the one rules,
and the other is ruled; this principle, of necessity, extends to all mankind
(1254b 5-7 & 13-15).
He unambiguously states that the male is superior over the female. Why, though
does Aristotle hold this position? What influences played a role in the development
of his philosophy other than Plato? Femenias (1994) discusses Aristotle’s reasoning
for female subordination:
Aristotle’s words…appear to describe a sociohistorical fact, a recurrent
situation in ancient society. Aristotle describes the specific form of the
society in which he lived, as if it had universal validity….He described
the hierarchical structure of his society as by nature valid for all time and
place (p. 167).
It should be interjected that Aristotle, the man who wrote one of the first works
on rhetoric, the syllogism, and logic, is committing a logical fallacy: he is making
a sweeping generalization. A sweeping generalization is defined as making a
generalization that cannot be supported no matter how much evidence is given or
provided. Aristotle is applying his superiority premise not only against the women
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of Athens, but also against all women, regardless of their cultural setting. There is,
of course, a reason for why Aristotle has placed women in this subordinate role.
The goal of the Politics is that “Every state is a community of some kind,
and every community is established with a view to some good; for mankind always
act in order to obtain that which they think good” (1252a 1-3). Aristotle spends
the duration of the Politics discussing the good and how it applies to the various
aspects that compose a city. All of these aspects play an important role in the
attainment of happiness. The goal of the polis is happiness10 and it is “attained
through the participation of all its members in accordance with the functions
proper to them” (Femenias, 1994, p. 165). In order for the state to reach its
end, women have to perform their functions in accordance with their nature. A
women’s nature, as defined by Aristotle, is composed of taking care of her husband
and her children. Women contribute to the overall happiness of a polis by acting
motherly and loving. But can women attain happiness? According to Aristotle,
they do because they are living in accordance with their nature and are fulfilling
their innate purposes. As Femenias (1994) states,

he would be accused of impiety. Aristotle challenged commonly held ideas, but
he was unwilling to challenge the patriarchal society in which he lived. Schott is
correct; Aristotle did not want the established system to change. “The misogyny
of Greek society informs the philosophical thinking of the period” and is present
in Aristotle’s Politics (Schott, 1982, p. 69).

Aristotle makes man the “ruler” and woman the “ruled.” The “ruler” gives the
orders to help insure harmony, productivity, and safety while the “ruled” listens
and follows because they know that the “ruler” is looked out for the best interests
of the collective. Women spend their day listening and following the orders of
men because it is, according to Aristotle, in their nature to do so. By living in
accordance with their nature they help attain overall happiness for the polis, but
not for themselves because they are limited to their domestic duties. Women are
justifiably subordinate if the nature of women is how Aristotle establishes it. But
women’s nature should not be accepted as Aristotle defined it.
Aristotle’s definition should not be accepted. First consider Schott’s
(1982) bold but brilliant point: “I think that Aristotle’s restrictions on women are
designed to protect the polis from change. New generations bring transitions.
Aristotle’s concern was to preserve the prevailing traditions and institutions
of Greek life” (p. 74). As Schott implies, Aristotle disregards Plato’s ideals
of women and reinforces the laws of Athens, and it can be contested based on
his writing, that he may have been resistant to change. This is ironic because
Aristotle, a philosopher, is constantly challenging the ideas and thoughts of his
time. He was teaching students in his Lyceum about logic, metaphysics, ethics,
and biology, and his works, The History of Animals, On the Parts of Animals, and
On the Generation of Animals have a biological explanation for the creatures of
this world and do not rely on supernatural explanations or gods. Like Socrates,

Conclusion
Some primary oppositions to the idea of “Philosopher Queens” or female
guardians, but several more are: 1) Some people believe that women have better
things to do than rule such as raise children. This belief surfaces in female to
male ratios in the work place. 52% of the American population in 2006 aged 16
and older was female. Of the female population in 2005 only 59.7% worked,
while 73.5% of the male population in 2005 worked (U.S. Department of Labor,
2005). That is a difference of 13.8%, which may seem like a small number but it is
significant. An executive summary from the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (2004) shows that only 36.4% of officials and managers are women
while a staggering 80.3% of office and clerical workers are women. There are
still low percentages of women who hold managerial positions in typically male
dominated fields: 16.08% of architectural, engineering & related services are
women and 18.45% of general freight trucking are women (Equal Employment,
2004).
2) Some people believe that Plato was making a joke or being ironic.
Translator Allan Bloom (1968) in his interpretive essay states, “Book V is
preposterous and Socrates expects it to be ridiculed” (p. 380). This is the opening
sentence to his ideas and thoughts about book five and already he is being shallow
and presumptuous. In one sentence Bloom manages to undermine any positive
aspects of book five and labels them “preposterous.” He claims that the intent of
book five is “To show the superiority of the philosopher to the comic poet in deed;
he does so by producing a comedy which is more fantastic, more innovative, more
comic, and more profound than any work of Aristophanes” (p. 381). Since the
Republic is philosophically important and politically significant, why would Plato
find it appropriate to place something “preposterous” in it? Why not create an
entirely different dialogue in order to allow such a “comedy” to take place? Also
why is only book five and not any other book of the Republic ridiculed; don’t they
all have this possibility? Bloom offers some explanation for his reasoning, but is
rather unconvincing when it comes to proving his point. He states rather traditional
views that can be true for both men and women and not just for a particular sex
as he claims: “Men need women and can easily be controlled by them” (p. 383).
Women need men as well and can just as easily be controlled by them. But the
bigger point is that men and women need each other and women deserve to be seen
as more than just domestics.
“Twenty-four hundred years ago Plato realized that it would be a struggle
to convince his male audience to consider seriously the potential of half the
human race” (Bluestone, 1988, p. 59). Plato’s dialogues still struggle to make
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It follows that the good of the polis concerns only the males of the
species, whom women must serve as a functional contribution towards
males attaining perfection. Hence, it is clear that Happiness is not open
to women, who lack the freedom and deliberative capacity necessary to
attain it (p. 170).

men realize the potential in women to be more than just wives and mothers; they
too can be leaders and politicians. To finish, ponder these questions: How much
longer do women need to wait before they are seen as more than just wives and
mothers? How much longer will it be until women are seen as capable leaders and
politicians? How many more centuries?
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Implicit Team, which tests human’s unconscious prejudice towards associating women
with family and associating men with careers. This project presents data which shows
both men and women unconsciously having this bias, even when participants assert their
progressive views on women’s roles in society.
2
This is especially true in politics. Only 16.3% (71/435) of the House of Representatives
and only 16% (16/100) of the Senate is composed of women (Center for American
Women and Politics, 2007). This is the most representation women have ever had in
America’s government. According to “Women in National Parliament” (2006), the
United States is ranked 67th in the world when it comes to representing women.
3
The English equivalent of the ancient Greek word kallipolis is a good city.
4
The Republic as translated by G.M.A. Grube in Plato: Complete Works.
5
Athenian women were educated only to the level required of them. Athenian women
were literate and capable of doing simple arithmetic because they had to manage the
household accounts and records. The vast majority of women were taught little else, as
they were seen as domestics. A boy would continue his education in other intellectual
areas, while a girl would continue her education by learning how to care for family,
husband, and children (Powell, 1988). This education consisted of cooking, cleaning,
mending, and other household duties.
6
The Timaeus as translated by Donald J. Zeyl in Plato: Complete Works.
7
For example, in the Republic Plato has a pessimistic view of non-philosophers and in his
later work, the Laws, he is optimistic about non-philosophers.
8
The English equivalent of the ancient Greek word polis is city-state.
9
The Politics as translated by Benjamin Jowett in The Basic Works of Aristotle.
10
The ancient Greek word eudaimonia is commonly translated into happiness and is a key
term in Aristotelian philosophy.

Endnotes
1
Mahzarin Banaji is the principle investigator at Harvard University for the Project
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Joe the Stoic: The Every Stoic

Ethics for the ancients did not entail of a list of rules one must live by but
was an active process by which one cares for the self. This took the forms of selfinvestigation for some, as it did for Socrates, or by living simply for others, like the
Epicureans. For the Stoics self examination and tranquility could help one attain
the level of sage-hood, the highest level in Stoic philosophy. From an Existentialist
perspective,1 certain problems with this emerge. The Stoics take the idea of self
examination and tranquility too far and there is a fear that the Stoics will not take
responsibility for anything. Though the Existentialists’ concerns are important and
valid I will argue that the majority of Stoics do not aspire to be sages, but only
work to be good people in the world.
The Stoic ethical system is often critiqued for leading to inactivity. The
Stoic can go inside his “inner citadel” and find peace there by removing himself
from the world. This is a problem for two reasons. First, the Stoics are being
inactive in the world around them rather than being active philosophers. The so
called ‘lazy argument’ illustrates this fear. The fear is that when a Stoic gets sick,
he or she will either be healed or die, so calling a doctor is not necessary because
either dying or being healed is fated. This would seem to lead people not to do
anything; whatever will happen will happen no matter how one acts. Second, the
Stoics are supposed to be following in the footsteps of Socrates. Socrates would
not shy away from the outside world but investigate it, questioning whomever he
meets. The Stoic does not have to do anything to be a good Stoic. One only need
not be affected by the outside world.
The concern regarding inactivity is misplaced. The Stoics are very much
members of the community and active in every sense of the word, even in the
practice of their philosophy albeit in a different way than was Socrates. The Stoics
claim that there are certain times when actions are appropriate like honoring one’s
parents (Diogenes Laertius, B 7.84-131). Activities like this one lead to living with
accordance with nature, which would mean living the virtuous life. Being a Stoic
involves two activities: preparing yourself for the world and gaining wisdom for
that preparation. This is a rather more internal activity than that of Socrates but it
seems incorrect to not see this as an activity.
Moreover, the “inner citadel” is not a place for relaxation and escape, but
a place of rigorous questioning, discovery, and reason. One must question what
one knows and how one reacts to those outside of oneself, but this is done within
oneself, to correct one’s own flaws. Marcus Aurelius reflects, “In the case of
every mental image, consider its nature, realize its emotional content, and judge it
rationally” (Aurelius, Meditations, Book 8, 13). The imperative is to consider one’s
emotions rationally. The Stoic is not just looking inwards but outwards as well, “If
he falls into wrongdoing, teach him kindly, and show him what he over looked; if
you cannot do that, blame yourself, or not even yourself” (Aurelius, Meditations,

Book 10, 4). Thus the Stoic philosophy is neither inactive nor can one be a Stoic
while doing nothing; one must not only constantly test oneself, but persuade others
who one thinks are doing wrong. Given this emphasis on activity, the charge of
passivity misses the mark. A more troubling concern regarding Stoicism is in their
apathy towards outside events.2 Since it seems that the Stoics would not take any
responsibility for their own actions nor feel responsible for the freedoms held or
the virtues attained by others.
Apathy refers to a state of indifference especially regarding the removal
of emotional response. A Stoic goal is to extirpate these emotions, or at least the
bad ones. The bad “passions” include fear, pain desire, pleasure (Laertius, B 80,
111) which are considered ailments in the soul (Laertius, B 80, 115); therefore as
ailments cause weaknesses in the body, they also cause weakness in the soul. “The
wise man is free of passions, because he is not disposed to them” (Laertius, B 80,
117). The man that is disposed to the passions is not able to be disposed to other
things, like the pursuit of wisdom. This is the goal of the followers of Stoicism, to
become the wise man, otherwise known as the “sage.”
A notion basic to Stoicism is that the Stoic cannot control externals, such
as other people, animals, physical ailments, etc. The good Stoic can only control
how he reacts to them, whether with anger, sadness, lust, or any other passion.
Cicero uses an example of a Stoic shooting an arrow. The Stoic can only aim the
bow accurately. He has no control over the wind, or if someone jumps in front of
the target (Cicero, De Finibus, 3.22). This example is helpful in two ways. First,
it illustrates that since the Stoic cannot control the wind or the actions of other
persons, the Stoic ought not to get angry at these external events. Further since
our Stoic archer cannot control the external events, he is not responsible for them.
He cannot control the person who runs in front of his target; he is not responsible
then for hitting him with his arrows. The ideal Stoic, the “sage,” would not then be
responsible for any act that is not within his control. The concern presented above
is, then, valid; it seems like the ideal Stoic would think that anything not in his
control is not his responsibility. But what of the second concern, is the Stoic not
responsible for the freedom of others?
The concern that the Stoics are not responsible for the freedom of others
is more pressing because it can have terrible consequences. To return to Aurelius’
presentation of this theme: “If he falls into wrongdoing, teach him kindly, and
show him what he over looked; if you cannot do that, blame yourself, or not even
yourself” (Aurelius, Meditations, Book 10, 4). Aurelius advocates trying to correct
the ways of others, but says that if one cannot correct others, it is not one’s fault.
Stoic responsibility extends only to one’s own emotions and feelings. How others
act and what others do is not the Stoic’s responsibility.
Seneca has a similar sense of this, as is evident when he returns from the
arena. He feels that the crowds in the arena make a person worse because when
he gets back from an event he feels more greed, self-seeking, and pleasure-loving
(Hadas, 172). Seneca does not try to correct the crowd or change them, but leaves
them to become worse. He feels no responsibility to try to change or correct those
in the crowd.
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Aurelius and Seneca validate the concern that the Stoics feel no
responsibility for what their fellow men do or what happens to them. To what extent,
though, are these aspects of Stoicism worrisome? The ideas mentioned earlier on
which Existentialism is based conflict with the Stoic notion of responsibility (as
explained in footnote 1). The Stoic, as discussed, would not be responsible for his
actions if the action did not do what he had intended it to do. Existentialists would
say that doing this would be deceiving one’s self and a person would not be in
“good faith3”. The Stoic would be, in a sense, blaming the wind for causing the
arrow to miss the target instead of taking responsibility for it himself. If all men
were to become Stoics, would anyone hold themselves responsible for anything
that was not directly in their control? The Stoic would be deceiving himself in that
he is telling himself he is not completely free when in actuality he is.
To further make sense of the problems of apathy and responsibility for one’s
actions, I will appeal to Sartre’s description of “a dilemma faced by one of
his students.” This student must choose between going to war to fight against
totalitarianism and staying home to be a comfort to his mother. What does the Stoic
do at this point? He would have to see which is appropriate to his society. But both
paths are appropriate, and being indifferent between them, how does he choose?
The good actions mentioned in the first part list which actions should be taken,
respecting parents, caring for one’s nation etc., but since the Stoic is indifferent to
these things; he could not value one higher than the other. A Stoic might leave it
to chance, flipping a coin, but then the Stoic would fall into bad faith by assigning
responsibility to chance. The Stoic would have to choose one, maybe with what is
called a “preferred indifferent.” All things being equal he would rather stay home
than get shot at. This seems, though, to go against the credo of the Stoics, to be
indifferent to all things. According to Sartre, the Stoics would have to realize that
they are free to choose their own path or be “cowards” (Sartre, “Existentialism
is a Humanism,” 10b), cowards for not being able to come to grips with the idea
that they are radically free. This idea of radical freedom does not only make man
responsible for his own actions, but also for the actions of all those around him.
The Existential sense of freedom discussed above before not only makes
the Stoic responsible for himself, but for those around him as well. The Stoic feels
completely the opposite; the actions of others are not his responsibility because
they are outside his realm of control. Sartre, however, maintains that by choosing
to act in a certain way, he is actually choosing this way for all men. For Beauvoir,
men posit themselves in the world in a certain way and by positing themselves in
this way, he is fashioning the whole world by his actions (Beauvoir, 325). When a
man acts in a certain way he is being a role model for other men. Thus if men act
similarly, he must take responsibility for these actions. An example of this would
be marriage. If one decides to get married, he is not only choosing for himself to
get married, but he is choosing for men that the best path to follow is the one of
marriage. Choice then, involves giving what is chosen a universal valuation.
How we posit ourselves in the world involves how we want others to act as
well as how we want to be perceived. Every action a man takes in good faith is an

action that is freely made and consciously so. If you posit freedom by your actions,
acting in good faith, you are fashioning the world as you fashion yourself. “We
will freedom for freedom’s sake, in and through particular circumstances” (Sartre,
10b). Positing our freedom is the action of being in good faith, but this is not where
the Stoics control the freedom others. “I cannot make liberty my aim unless I make
that of others equally my aim” (Sartre, “Existentialism is a Humanism” 10b). I can
only be free when I realize that others are free. This concern of the Existentialists
is a serious one.
What would happen if one was not responsible for another’s freedom?
Take for example Germany during the holocaust. We find accounts of ordinary
Germans who considered their own freedom more important than the freedom of
their Jewish neighbors. This leads to a shirking of responsibilities by the Germans
not directly involved. The Germans are only responsible for their own freedom
not somebody else’s. The Existentialist fears that the Stoic would say that those
being oppressed are not his responsibility. This position is politically dangerous
especially given slavery, genocides and other atrocities. The Existentialist is
legitimacy concerned with the Stoics position of indifference and belief that they
cannot affect the freedom of others. However, these concerns are misplaced.
The goal of Stoicism is to become a sage. This includes being able to
control your passions and emotions and knowing the nature of everything. Sages,
for the Stoics, are few and exceedingly rare, and include legends like Socrates,
Diogenes and Zeno. Although there are valid concerns for those like the sage, the
majority of Stoics never become sages, or even believed that they can even become
sages. Two good examples of these “normal” Stoics who are striving to become the
sage are Marcus Aurelius and Seneca. Both of them fall short, but why?
Seneca was far from reaching this pinnacle of Stoicism. The Stoic is supposed
to keep his emotions and feelings in check, Seneca would let his passions go on
occasion, and while reading Sextus the Elder he said “I assume the spirit of a man
who seeks where he may make trial of himself” (Seneca, Epistles LXIV, 439).
This quote points to the fact that Seneca does not keep his passions under wraps.
He lets it out and it searches for challenges in the world. The sage would have no
such emotion by training his feeling so much to be able to, with only a word, calm
them. This makes Seneca a bit rash and foolhardy. Seneca also is not indifferent
towards externals.
The death of a friend to Seneca is a traumatic event where a man may
be forgiven for “bursting into tears” (Seneca, Epistles, LXIII). This advice, given
from Seneca, to his friend Lucilius shows that he felt that it is appropriate to cry
and weep for a friend. This goes against the Stoic belief of both indifference and
training. If Seneca had trained himself enough to bolster himself against the death
of friends, he would not need to cry. Further, he is not indifferent towards those
around him. He is writing this letter to his friend Lucilius, giving him advice on
how to weep appropriately. Seneca feels a need, perhaps even a responsibility, to
help his friend along. He is not indifferent towards him. “Let us greedily enjoy our
friends because we do not know how long this privilege shall be ours” (Seneca,
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Epistles, LXIII), Stoics are not heartless; they do not retreat into their citadel
forsaking those around him. They, too, love their friends and grieve sincerely
when they are gone. Seneca advises that “our life should observe a happy medium
between the sage and the ways of the world at large” (Seneca, Epistles, V). The
Stoic should find a place between the ideal sage and the common man. This is the
median that most Stoics strive for.
Marcus Aurelius, like Seneca, is a Stoic who is not a sage. Aurelius tries
to be indifferent to many things but he fails: “do not have towards the inhuman
the same feelings as they have towards mankind” (Aurelius, Meditations, Book 7,
65). With this advice he reminds himself not to treat those things that are human
as something not human. The sage would have to be indifferent to both things
human and non-human, drawing a difference between the two only with regard
to their natures. He also believes that there is good in the world, the good comes
from one’s self, or in other words man is able to define goodness through his own
actions (Aurelius, Meditations, Book 7, 59). The Stoic sage defines good and even
evil, as both parts of one’s individual nature. Marcus Aurelius and Seneca are good
examples of Stoics who are not sages. Interestingly they resemble Existentialists
in their actions.
Seneca and Aurelius were not bad Stoics; they were just your everyday
Stoics. Aurelius gives a statement that is very much in the Existentialist vein,
“do not discuss in general terms the question of what is a good man, be one.”
(Aurelius, Meditations, Book 10, 16). Like Sartre and Beauvoir, Aurelius thinks
that we should not just try to find out what a good man is, but be one through our
actions. However in positing what the good man is through your own actions; you
provide a representation of what you think how other people should act. Aurelius
is fashioning the image of what other men should be like by fashioning himself in
such a way. This is not the only way these Stoics were like Existentialists. Aurelius
also thinks that we are in a sense free, man must think about the god to define
his actions, but he should live his life the best it can be lived in his allotted time
(Aurelius, Meditations, Book 7, 46). This says that Aurelius believes that we are
free to define ourselves with our own actions and we are not responsible to some
god, but only that we are responsible for our own actions and not somebody else.
Seneca is much like the Existentialist when he discusses the philosopher’s
mean. Like the Existentialists, he believes that they should represent themselves
in a way that will make people want to be Stoics. This is similar to Sartre and
Beauvoir, writing plays and stories to give people a sense of what existentialism is.
Similarly Seneca and Aurelius wrote letters and books. Not only is Seneca similar
to an Existentialist in this way, but he is also constantly on the path to the “sage”.
He is always progressing; this is a major Existentialist idea. We never create man
but in every action we are striving to define ourselves, Seneca also fashions himself
as he thinks others should fashion themselves. Seneca believes by living plainly,
others will see this and emulate him (Seneca, Epistles, V). In conclusion, the Stoics
are like the Existentialists in a couple of ways. They think they are responsible
for their actions in the world, they try to make good examples of themselves for

others, and they are also free in the way that they are free to choose their actions
and define them as either good or bad.
The concerns caused by the Existentialists were two fold; one set was that
Stoics were inactive in the world and that they were apathetic to those around them
and felt that they had no responsibility for others. The first concern was shown to
be false because the Stoics were active, though inwardly so. They actively test
themselves and care for themselves. Moreover they posited themselves in the
world. The second worry was not shown to be wrong but only misplaced. The
concern was placed more on the Sages and how they would act but normal Stoics
acted with common sense and the concern of apathy did not have to extend to the
overwhelming majority of Stoics. Going even further, the Stoics were not sages
not because they didn’t want to be, but that they had Existentialist ideas. The
average Stoic would never become the sage; moreover, for Stoics like Marcus
Aurelius and Seneca, it was not only acceptable to not become sages, but it would
have been inappropriate to do so.
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Endnotes
1
. There are a few ideas on which Existentialism is based. First, all humans are radically free.
Because of this radical freedom one is always responsible for one’s actions. Second, the choice to
act in a certain way; is a choice made for all of society. This is not only for all of society’s benefit;
one is also acting as a role model. That is one acts in such a way that one would like all mankind
to act. The views are held by such Existentialists as Sartre and Beauvoir.
2
This is a major concern and a major criticism from an Existential perspective.
3
The responsibility one takes for one’s own actions. When they do not take responsibility for
their actions they are in bad faith.

The Real Contradiction in Prior’s Position
Is the Same As The Contradiction in Prior’s Real Position

In the convoluted debate over ontological commitment and the existence
of possible worlds, A. N. Prior holds the position that possible worlds do not
actually exist, but are simply metaphorical and a “fudging-up” of our sentences.
Since the only world that exists is this world, the use of the word ‘real’ becomes
redundant and is not a "prejudice in favor of the actual" (Prior 1970). Furthermore,
because the word ‘real’ is redundant there is no distinction between a real thought
of a centaur and a thought of a real centaur, as they both are simply a thought of a
centaur. An analysis of this claim, however, will show such a lack of distinction
actually requires the existence of possible worlds, and makes Prior’s position selfcontradictory.
In philosophy, the word ‘real’ is "applied to whatever is regarded as
having an existence in fact and not merely in appearance, thought, or language…"
(Oxford English Dictionary), so ‘real’ is essentially synonymous with ‘existent.’1
This provides no problem as they both refer to objects in this world or as long
as there are no other possible worlds, in which case the definitions would need
tweaking. Prior’s claim now becomes ‘an existent thought of a centaur is the
same as a thought of an existing centaur, or simply a thought of a centaur.’ This
completely goes against Quine’s criterion for ontological commitment. Quine’s
criterion is that we are not ontologically committed by what we say does not exist
but are ontologically committed by what we say does exist. Quine developed this
criterion so that we can say a centaur does not exist without committing ourselves
to the centaur’s existence in order for the sentence to refer to something.
If we take Prior’s position we become committed to the existence of things
we say do not exist. To say a centaur does not exist, you must have a thought of a
centaur. By reversing Prior’s reduction of ‘real’ and extending it to ‘existent,’ the
thought of a centaur becomes a thought of an existent centaur. When Quine says
we are committed by what we say exists, he does not literally mean ‘say’ because
vocalization plays no role in our ontology; it is the ideas we hold that commit us.
Quine’s criterion then becomes that we are committed by what we think exists
and not by what we think does not exist. If a thought of a centaur is the thought
of an existent centaur, then even thinking ‘centaurs do not exist’ commits you to
centaurs existing by virtue of thinking of them at all.
In addition to the problem of ontological commitment, Prior’s position
is too simple; it ignores nearly every fact about the centaur I am thinking of.
Granted, it is acceptable to ignore most facts about the centaur. The fact that the
centaur I am thinking of has white hair does not matter much; it does not mean
the idea has white hair nor does it cause any sort of contradiction. However, some
facts that Prior ignores must be considered. In addition to having white hair, I am

thinking of my centaur as being imaginary, which is to say, it does not exist in this
world. Since real and existing are one and the same, the centaur I am thinking of is
non-real (where real means existing in this world). According to Prior a thought is
indistinguishable from a real thought, so it could be said that I have a real thought
of a non-real centaur. If a real thought of a centaur is the same as a thought of a
real centaur, then a real thought of a non-real centaur is the same as a thought of
a real non-real centaur. In addition, ‘non-real’ should have the same transitive
properties as ‘real,’ so I could have a non-real thought of a centaur. Both of these
are completely nonsensical. If I have a thought, it exists by virtue of my having
it, and is real, and so we have a contradiction. Similarly, a real non-real centaur
is a centaur that does not exist in this world that exists in this world, causing
contradiction.
In order to make sense of these contradictions and unacceptable ontological
commitments and still maintain Prior’s reducibility of ‘real,’ ‘actual’ and ‘existent,’
perhaps we have to accept a broader definition of these words or create distinctions
between them. If we expand the definitions, we open the door for possible worlds.
Prior’s definitions hold these three terms as all referring to this world, for example,
‘existent’ means ‘existent in this world’ (although he states it in reverse order).
Any change in the definition removes implied reference to this world. In other
words, ‘existent’ can refer to things in other worlds. If we take the other route,
the only way we can distinguish the words is by appealing to possible worlds. As
long as there is only one world, there can be no difference between ‘actual,’ ‘real’
and ‘existent.’ David Lewis makes the distinction we would be forced to make in
his modal realist claim about possible worlds. He says possible worlds are real;
‘actual’ is only indexical (distinguishing the world one happens to inhabit from the
worlds one does not); and ‘existent,’ in this case, would refer to anything in any of
those real possible worlds. This solves the problem because my real non-existent
centaur is non-existent in this world but exists in another, and is therefore real. It
also solves the problem of ontological commitment because I am now committed
to the existence of a centaur, but not in this world, which is what I meant when I
said it did not exist.
Although this does make sense of the apparent contradictions and
undesirable ontological commitment, it does not maintain the reducibility of
‘real,’ ‘actual’ and ‘existent.’ These words are now completely necessary in order
to distinguish between worlds, which is exactly the position Prior was arguing
against. Thus, Prior’s position, upon reflection, defends the position he was trying
to refute and refutes the position he was trying to defend. My title is more than a
play on the words of Prior’s position, and is meant to illustrate the difference of
meaning depending on the placement of the word ‘real,’ thereby illustrating its
irreducibility. The distinction in this case is this: Prior’s position is that real can
be paraphrased out and around because there is only one world and, therefore, its
use is redundant. However, according to my analysis, Prior’s real position (from
analysis of his argument) is that there are possible worlds and real is not reducible.
‘Real’ clearly holds meanings and distinctions Prior is unwilling to accept.
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It could be argued back that I am basing my analysis on a misinterpretation
of Prior. To quote Prior precisely "a real thought of a centaur, and a thought of a real
centaur, are both of them just a thought of a centaur [sic]" (Prior 1970). Granted,
in my analysis I used the three as equal, as opposed to each being simply the
thought of a centaur. Nevertheless, even if Prior did not explicitly say it, the three
being the same follows from his conception of ‘real.’ First, due to the transitive
property of logical equality they would all have to be equal. Second, from Prior’s
insistence on being able to paraphrase out ‘real,’ it would, consequentially, be
able to be paraphrased in. It could also be said that I am misinterpreting Prior
by isolating the real from the present, which he claims to be synonymous. This
is also an unacceptable objection because I could have a real thought about a real
past or future centaur. If the concepts were, in fact, the same, I would be having
a present thought of a present past centaur. Prior is correct in asserting that ‘real’
and ‘present’ are virtually indistinguishable in reference to my thought, but there is
a contradiction in reference to the centaur.
Another objection, perhaps, is that I am misusing Quine’s criterion
because Quine does not want us to be committed to non-existent objects or possible
worlds. Prior’s opinion amounts to the same position, so Quine’s criterion is the
best criterion to use. If I were to use Parsons’ criterion,2 for example, then I would
already be accepting possible worlds into my analysis. It is precisely because
Quine’s version of ontological commitment does not posit possible worlds that it
is the most appropriate version to use.
In summary, Prior’s argument fails to prove the position he holds, with
the possible exception of the reducibility of the present. Prior’s line of reasoning,
when properly analyzed, leads to further conclusions contrary to the conclusions
he accepts as valid. The concepts of ‘real’ and ‘present’ are not identical; ‘real’
and similar words are not redundant and reducible. If we try to reduce them, we
become ontologically committed to the existence of other words. If we do not
want to accept possible worlds, like Prior does not, then we cannot accept his
reduction of ‘real.’

present) is synonymous with ‘real,’ in which case Socrates would also be neither as "the present
simply is the real considered in relation to two particular species of unreality, namely the past
and the future." In light of this, we cannot appeal to the past to provide us with a distinction
between ‘real’ and ‘existent’ and must consider, for the purposes of this essay, ‘real and ‘existent
to be synonymous.
2
Parsons says there is a difference between referring to nothing and referring to a nonexistent
thing. For example the statement ‘Sherlock Holmes is a detective’ is true and does not fail to
refer despite the fact that Sherlock Holmes does not exist (he is a ‘nonexistent object’). On the
other hand, the statement ‘the king of France is bald’ is not strictly true or false (though it is
untrue) because does fail to refer (that is, refers to nothing) because there is currently no king of
France.

This essay has been awarded the Prize for Argumentation
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1
There is a common distinction between ‘existent’ and ‘real,’ where ‘existent’ implies presence
while ‘real’ does not. For example, Socrates is real but not existent while Sherlock Holmes is
neither. However, this does not apply to Prior’s use because he claims that ‘present’ (i.e. the
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He Can Have His Cake, But You Can’t Eat it Too:
Universal Salvation in the Analects
Michael Cox
In his book Effortless Action, Edward Slingerland argues for a reading
of Confucius’ Analects which claims that “The power of virtue is the medium
through which individual salvation is transformed into universal salvation”
(67). The purpose of this essay is to argue against this reading of the Analects.
Slingerland’s argument for this position will be presented in brief form, followed
by a counter-argument for a different reading of the text. After the alternative
reading is presented, it will be compared to Slingerland’s, and both evaluated for
textual fidelity and interpretive charity regarding the Analects. All quoted passages
from the Analects will be taken from Slingerland’s own translated edition.
Slingerland outlines Confucius’ path for salvation by first referring to the
fallen state of humanity, which is not “saved,” not virtuous, and generally debased:
“Contemplating the world around him, Confucius was appalled by the sorry state
of his contemporaries.” (45). Confucius writes from within a society in a state of
fallenness, and he frequently makes references to the Zhou Dynasty, where virtue
attained its peak. Slingerland captures Confucius’ view of human fallenness:
The problem with the contemporary world, in Confucius’ view, is that the
prevailing ethos emphasizes the obtainment of external goods, causing
people to lose sight of the goods internal to Confucian moral selfcultivation. People of his day mechanically fulfill the outward forms of
the rites and engage in study as if they were true seekers after the Way, but
their activities amount to nothing more than empty show (48).

as “lord,” the latter, zi, as “son” (Zhongwen.com). Together they produce “lord’s
son” which implies a person of noble, as opposed to common, birth. Despite this
etymology, Confucius implies in 7.7 that even a common person can achieve
gentlemanly status. He “[has] never denied instruction to anyone who, of their
own accord, offered up as little as a bundle of silk or bit of cured meat” and so
has no problem teaching a student who may not be of noble birth. This egalitarian
approach to education makes the ideal gentlemanly status accessible to anyone.
Thus jun-zi is being used as a metaphor for the ideal person, as opposed to merely
a person of noble birth. Slingerland claims “Were the scholars of Confucius’ age
able to remake their own persons in order to accord with the ideals embodied in the
Zhou cultural heroes and institutions, they would be able to transcend the fallenness
of their own age and attain the status of ‘gentlemen’” (50). The Confucian Way is
not just a secular normative system, but also a method of attaining salvation, where
achieving gentlemanly status is equated to attaining salvation.
Slingerland acknowledges that “The bulk of the Analects is concerned, not
with matters of government, but with the cultivation of the self…” (66). However,
Slingerland pushes Confucius’ ethic past mere individual salvation by stating
“…the Confucian gentleman serves ultimately as the key to the salvation of the
world as a whole, and is thus responsible for the salvation of the mass of common
people who are incapable of achieving salvation through their own efforts” (66).
Slingerland claims that salvation through virtue is placed in the hands of everyone,
and even the most debased are saved by the mere presence of a gentleman, stating
that “The ability of a fully cultivated gentleman to raise almost magically the
standard of cultivation of those around him through the power of his Virtue is
so great that even barbarians are susceptible to its influence” (67). This thesis is
supported by 9.14:
The Master expressed a desire to go and live among the Nine Yi Barbarian
tribes. Someone asked him, ‘How could you bear their uncouthness?’
The Master replied, ‘If a gentleman were to dwell among them, what
uncouthness would there be?

Though Slingerland doesn’t explicitly make this connection, the idea of
fallen human activity being mere “empty show” is reminiscent of 2.12, where
Confucius said “The Gentleman is not a vessel.” This is to say, a virtuous person is
not a mere utensil or container to provide a greater end. The Gentleman is virtuous
for the sake of being virtuous, as opposed to merely undertaking what looks like
virtuous action for the sake of social appearances. Thus humanity has fallen
because of the onset of un-gentlemanly actions and thoughts.
Regarding the path out of this fallen state, Slingerland asserts that “Moral
adornment or reshaping is accomplished by means of the two primary Confucian
practices, ritual practice and learning….By perfecting ritual practice, the student
internalizes ideal models of behavior in various life-situations, and through
intensive learning he masters model literary forms and modes of thinking from the
deeds and words of ancient exemplars” (50).
Gentlemanly status itself requires some explanation. The Chinese words
which give rise to this term are jun-zi. The former, jun, can be literally translated

Confucius describes the gentleman’s virtue as a force of nature in 12.19, stating
that “The Virtue of a gentleman is like the wind, and the Virtue of the petty person
is like the grass – when the wind moves over the grass, the grass is sure to bend.”
Thus for Confucius, the gentleman’s virtue provides virtue and salvation to those
commoners not part of the spiritual elite able to attain true ren on their own.
The word ren deserves some treatment as well. Slingerland mentions that
“There has been some disagreement over how precisely to translate this term,
which has often been rendered as ‘benevolence’ or ‘humanity’” (57). Slingerland
further explains treatment of ren, stating that “in most contexts ren has the general
sense of the highest of Confucian virtues” (57).
Slingerland’s reading is attractive because it makes Confucian virtue
available to all. “The implication is that even among a chaotic, warlike people such
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as the Eastern barbarians, the mere presence of a gentleman would bring peace
and order…the kind of order that can be uniquely supplied by the rites and other
practices of the Zhou… (67)” The gentleman provides virtue to the masses, no
matter how uncouth they may be, by his mere presence. Slingerland’s interpretation
states that “The Virtue-infused ruler thus brings the order of Heaven…back into
the human world.” This is accomplished by “…a ruler possessing Virtue [taking]
his ritual place facing south…” at which point “the people will be ‘caused’ to
follow the Way in the unself-conscious, noncoercive manner of wu-wei: they will
simply be drawn spontaneously to take their proper place in the ordered Way,
without knowing how or why” (67). Therefore, by ruling properly, the gentleman
places himself in the position of a proxy of heaven in the real world. His own virtue
simply causes others to take their places in society, and more importantly, to attain
salvation for themselves.
However, Confucius does not seem to take such a universalized view
of his ethical system. Slingerland’s position on gentlemen being the ideal rulers
under Confucius’ ethic is certainly correct. The benefits society gains by having a
gentlemanly leader are documented in Confucius’ references to the Zhou dynasty.
Slingerland’s documentation of the soteriological path within Confucian philosophy
also appears sound. The problem with Slingerland’s position lies in his interpretive
claim that individuals lacking virtue can attain salvation by mere proximity to a
gentleman. This thesis lacks support in the Analects. On the contrary, Confucius
takes pains to distinguish between capable and incapable individuals, and makes
sharp delineations regarding what is necessary for the attainment of virtue.
Confucius distinguished between capable and incapable individuals by
assessing a student’s capacity for learning and understanding. This becomes
obvious in the harsh line drawn by Analects 7.8:

pointless to reprimand someone for poor actions in and of itself implies that one’s
native substance could be flawed to the point that teaching would not be helpful.
The other important item is the reference to Zai Wo’s native substance itself, which
is compared to rotten wood or a wall of dung. Given the context, it would seem that
because Zai Wo’s native substance is flawed, he cannot be improved with ritual
action. This reading of Zai Wo’s situation is additionally supported by 3.8:
Zixia asked, “[an ode says],
Her artful smile, with its alluring dimples,
Her beautiful eyes, so clear,
The unadorned upon which to paint.
What does this mean?”
The Master Said, “The application of colors comes only after a suitable
unadorned background is present.”
Zixia said, “So it is the rites that come after?”
The Master said, “It is you, Zixia, who has awakened me to the meaning
of these lines! It is only with someone like you that I can begin to
discuss the Odes.”

The first portion of this passage is, in essence, Confucius stating that he will not
teach students who do not want to learn. The second portion introduces a degree of
intellectual elitism into the equation. If the student does not have problem solving
skills and cannot mentally grasp what Confucius is saying, then Confucius will
not instruct him further. While Confucius is willing to instruct most students (see
An. 7.7) he will not waste his time with a student who has already proven to be
incompetent. This attitude is supported by the first portion of 5.10: Zai Wo was
sleeping during the daytime. The Master said, “Rotten wood cannot be carved,
and wall of dung cannot be plastered. As for Zai Wo, what would be the use of
reprimanding him?” There are two important ideas in this passage. Confucius is
implying that it would be pointless to reprimand Zai Wo. That it would ever be

Once again, there are two important items here. One is that Zixia is making the
kind of connections required by Confucius in 7.8; the other is the distinction
being made between the rituals and native substance. For Confucius, the rituals
are applied to an individual with appropriate native substance. It is for this reason
that the Master chose to not reprimand Zai Wo in 5.10; Zai Wo’s native substance
is flawed, so the rituals would be no good to him. Indeed, according to 6.18, the
rituals applied to Zai Wo would merely result in his being a “foppish pedant.” A
suitable amount of ritualistic cultural refinement is necessary to be a gentleman, but
this cultural refinement has to come along with, and be placed on top of, a proper
native substance. Insofar as Confucius never seems to separate his soteriological
path from virtue or the Way, it would seem that all the conditions of virtue apply
to salvation. Slingerland’s discussion of the soteriological path focuses and relies
upon Confucius’ methods for attaining virtue. Thus the soteriological path is
derived from, not separate from, the attainment of virtue and gentlemanly status.
Regarding the problem of both native substance and the rites being
necessary for gentlemanly status, and thus virtue and salvation, what becomes of
such characters as Zai Wo? The rites do him no good, and his native substance is
so faulty that Confucius will not reprimand him to correct his actions. The mere
presence of a virtuous ruler does not seem like it would be enough to provide
Zai Wo with salvation; after all, the presence of a teacher endowed by heaven
with virtue (Analects 7.23) has clearly not done anything for him. It would seem
that unless Zai Wo can improve his native substance, he is simply not eligible for
salvation and virtue.
The issue of Zai Wo not attaining salvation in spite of Confucius’ presence
introduces a larger issue with Slingerland’s interpretation. If Slingerland’s
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The Master said, “I will not open the door for a mind that is not already
striving to understand, nor will I provide words to a tongue that is not
already struggling to speak. If I hold up one corner of a problem, and the
student cannot come back to me with the other three, I will not attempt to
instruct him again.”

is correct, and salvation could be restored to the barbarian tribes simply by a
gentleman living amongst them, it would seem that all of Confucius’ students
should have been saved by his virtue alone. Confucius makes no particular
qualifications regarding the relationship between the virtuous individual and
the common person; in the case of 9.14, the gentleman is not even necessarily
interacting with the barbarians, he is merely dwelling amongst them. Confucius’
students would have had much more contact with Confucius himself, so why isn’t
Zai Wo attaining salvation?
In support of his argument, Slingerland cites several more passages
from the Analects. The readings of these passages in the context of the above
interpretation will be dealt with on an individual basis. Slingerland reads Analects
14.42 as expressing the theme of the gentleman “rectifying himself in order to…
rectify the entire world” (66)
Zilu asked about the gentleman.
The Master said, “He cultivates himself in order to achieve
respectfulness,”
“Is that all?”
“He cultivates himself in order to bring peace to others.”
“Is that all?”
“He cultivates himself in order to bring peace to all people. Cultivating
oneself and thereby bringing peace to all people is something even a
Yao or a Shun would find difficult.”
However, the gentleman is not bringing virtue or salvation to the world via this
passage, but rather peace. The word used for peace is alternatively translated as
‘ease’ in Effortless Action. Zhongwen.com further defines the character used for
peace or ease, an, as peaceful, tranquil, to pacify, or to console. There is no sense of
virtue being transmitted or salvation being provided. Rather, a gentleman cultivates
himself to bring a sense of ease, peace, or tranquility to all people. This sense of
an could be read in several different contexts. The gentleman could be providing
a sense of political or economic stability to the people, or providing a sense of
the state being in harmony with nature. Going even farther with the translations
from Zhongwen.com, the gentleman could be pacifying an unruly population with
the strength of his virtue. However, the operative point is the gentleman provides
peace or ease to the people in 14.42, not virtue, cultivation, ren, an improved native
substance, or salvation. Therefore 14.42 does not imply the gentleman provides
anything necessary for Confucian salvation. Slingerland reads 15.5 in context with
14.42: The Master said, “Is Shun not an example of someone who ruled by means
of wu-wei? What did he do? He made himself reverent and took his proper [ritual]
position facing South, that is all.”
Slingerland states “Many early commentaries explicitly link this ideal of
‘bringing ease to others’ with rule by wu-wei, linking it to the example of Shun in
15.5, who simply made himself ritually correct and thereby brought order to the
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entire world” (66). Yet 15.5 makes no mention of Shun bringing order to the entire
world, it merely makes comment that he ruled by wu-wei. This in and of itself is
important, but doesn’t provide for universal salvation in the context of the text any
more than 14.42 does. Moreover, even granting the commentarial interpretation
of 15.5, there is no evidence that simply bringing the world to order would result
in salvation for all. Confucius did remark in 14.42 that Shun would have found
bringing peace to all people a difficult task, but once again, there is no indication
that Shun actually did so, and no indication that peace is analogous to virtue and
therefore the salvation of an incapable commoner. Slingerland brings 8.9 into the
argument next: The Master said, “The common people can be made to follow it,
but they cannot be made to understand it.” Slingerland states this passage “refers to
rule by means of Virtue” (67). This is alone a perfectly acceptable reading: a ruler
can cause the people to follow the Way by being virtuous. However, the people
cannot be made to understand the Way, likely because they are “below average” as
per Analects 6.21. 6.20 implies that salvation requires understanding the Way: The
Master said, “One who knows it is not the equal of one who loves it, and one who
loves it is not the equal of one who takes joy in it.” The passage does not claim
that understanding is necessary for virtue, but the entire concept of self-cultivation
seems dependent upon a person having all three of these things. The importance
of cultural understanding to the Way, along with maintaining the rites, is stated by
Confucius in 6.27: The Master said, “Someone who is broadly learned with regard
to culture, and whose conduct is restrained by the rites, can be counted upon not to
go astray”
Insofar as ritual action is part of the Way, not knowing the Way would
result in not knowing the rituals, which would then provide a risk of straying
from the Way. Additionally, having an understanding of the Way without loving
it or taking joy in it would be the kind of vessel thinking that is condemned by
analogy in 2.12. So unless it is the case that one can attain Confucian salvation
while maintaining all manner of vices that the Confucian gentleman does not have,
being led without understanding is not itself enough for salvation. Likewise, the
providing of peace to the masses does not imply salvation, as the masses would
still be lacking in those things which Confucius stresses are important for virtue.
Therefore, it can be concluded that within Confucian philosophy
individual virtue does not provide universal salvation. A virtuous ruler does indeed
provide many benefits to the people. He provides them with ease or peace (14.42),
a higher standard of cultural refinement (9.14), a managed and therefore orderly
society (14.14), and a renewed interest and increased understanding of virtue (1.9).
However, he does not provide them with love for the Way, joy in following the
Way, or a relief from vessel thinking. Thus proximity to a virtuous ruler is not a
sufficient condition for the fulfillment of the Confucian Soteriological Path.
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The Immorality of Divinity: How Religion, Dogma, and
Divinity are Detrimental to a Proper Study of Ethics
Arron Shiffer
It is commonplace for many to claim that “religion is basis for all moral
and ethical behavior” and that “one cannot be moral or ethical without god.” In
philosophy, these concepts are well known to be too simplistic. Any introductory
ethics class easily reveals the error in these statements and yet these ideas permeate
society. This examination intends to seek an understanding of the role of divinity
in the study of ethics and place this concept in context with current and ancient
philosophical thought. There is and has been a struggle between ethics and divinity
throughout history. Using the ethical positions of Socrates, the Stoics, Sartre, and
Foucault it can be shown that religion, divinity, and dogma actually undermine the
ability of humanity to understand and practice ethics. There is too great a power
in religious ideologies to be kept under control and things quickly escalate to an
unethical system. The proper study of ethics must be free from these restraints if
we are to succeed at finding “the right way to live.”
The study of ethics properly begins with Socrates. Socrates worked
through the dialectic to search for the ultimate goal, the “examined life.” Socrates’
life served as an example, by his constant re-examination of what his own life
should be, and equally important, what it should not be. He was famous (and
infamous) for showing people the error of their ways and making them draw their
eyes inward to check their own knowledge. Furthermore, he believed that it was
every person’s responsibility to do the same. Socrates employed two extremely
important tools for his inquiry into ethics, those of ignorance and irony. Using
these modest tools he created a nearly perfect system for studying ethics.
Socratic ignorance is, simply put, a denial of any claim to certain
knowledge. Though Socrates claims ignorance, he does possess some wisdom,
namely human wisdom.1 Human wisdom, contrasts with certain knowledge.
Gregory Vlastos shows how this ignorance is put into practice.
…Socratic knowledge is poles apart from knowledgeC [the subscript
C means knowledge of certainty and the subscript E signifies elenctic
knowledge]: it is full of gaps, unanswered questions, it is surrounded and
invaded by unresolved perplexity. But this does not trouble Socrates. He
does not find it debilitating, but exhilarating, as well he may, for what
he needs to make his method work is not completeness but consistency
within that set of elenctically testable beliefs which constitutes his
knowledgeE . At no time does this method require of him that he produce
himself answers to the questions his interlocutors fail to find. The task it
sets him is to refute bogus ones, and this he does by eliciting from them
the beliefs which generate the negation of their false answers (Socratic
Studies 57-58).
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Sorates gains knowledgeE from his dialogues with others and looks
forward to them in the hopes of learning something further. It can certainly be
said that Socrates gains the knowledgeE of what justice, virtue, and friendship
are not in these dialogues, or more precisely, has learned what knowledgeE is
not through some past conversation. This knowledgeE is like that of scientific
knowledge. Socrates does not claim to have the knowledgeC but tries to get to it
through experimentation of ideas and makes progress in doing so. Furthermore,
Socrates feels it is imperative to constantly re-examine these ideas through multiple
experimental conversations. The wisdom in Socratic ignorance is that he knows
enough to know that he does not knowC anything and allows for the possibility that
he may be wrong. The only path to knowlegeC, if it is at all attainable, is through
the constant re-examination of the self. Socrates’ scientific study of ethics looks
only to uncover elenctic or scientific knowledge. Socrates, or more appropriately
another person, makes a hypothesis, such as “ justice/love/courage is X,” and
then Socrates tests that hypothesis. This process is the only allowable method for
attaining knowledge and is really a more of a negation of knowledge.
This same process of ignorance is clearly applied to everyone’s knowledge
claims and is largely responsible for his being on trial. His examination of the
knowledge claimed by others did not have boundaries, even when it came to
religious claims. He treated those claims with the same scrutiny that any other
knowledge would be subject to. Socrates had no interest in matters of religion or
superstition as can be seen in the following dialogue from Phaedrus. Phaedrus
asks Socrates if he believes that a certain legend about the gods is true and he
responds as follows.
Actually, it would not be out of place for me to reject it, as other
intellectuals do…. (He offers a natural explanation)… Now Phaedrus, such
explanations are amusing enough, but they are a job for a man I cannot
envy at all. He’d have to be far too ingenious and work too hard – mainly
because after that he will have to go on and give a rational account of the
form of the Hippocentaurs, and then of the Chimera; and a whole flood of
Gorgons and Pegasuses and other monsters, in large numbers and absurd
forms, will overwhelm him. Anyone who does not believe in them, who
wants to explain them away and make them plausible by means of some
sort of rough ingenuity, will need a great deal of time. But I have no time
for such things; and the reason, my friend, is this. I am still unable, as the
Delphic inscription orders, to know myself, and it really seems ridiculous
to look into other things before I have understood that. This is why I do
not concern myself with them. (Phaedrus, 230a)
Socrates was clearly interested in epistemology. He was concerned with
our ability to “know” anything. This is exemplified through his clear distinction
of “human wisdom” and “divine wisdom.” By making this epistemic distinction
he casts off metaphysics and ontology, because these things can not be understood
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when we can have no knowledgeC. Without a solid grounding in epistemology,
there would be no reason to expect to gain knowledgeC in these areas. Socrates
delves into metaphysics and ontology and shows his agnosticism in the two
areas. Socrates can not firmly hold belief in these areas. He leaves them open to
interpretation because to claim knowledgeC of metaphysics or ontology is to make
a mistake. In fact, to claim knowledgeC of anything is to make a mistake. Socrates
epistemology seems to be that there is no knowledgeC, or at least none attainable
by humans. The only knowledge that can be obtained is elenctic knowledge.
Elenctic knowledge is not certain knowledge but an understanding that there can
be no knowledgeC. There is only the constant re-examining of one’s ideas, so
that they do not contradict one another. “I am wiser than this man; it is likely that
neither of us knows anything worthwhile, but he thinks he knows something when
he does not, whereas when I do not know, neither do I think I know; so I am likely
to be wiser than he is to this small extent, that I do not think I know what I do not
know” (Apology, 21d.)The second tool employed by Socrates is irony. Socratic
irony is not just a way for Socrates to be humorous. He uses it as a way to show
how being pompous or producing mere flattery is wrong, and worse, it takes away
credibility from those who have knowledgeE. Socratic irony is a check on the
knowledgeC claims of others. He embarrasses them by revealing the inconsistency
that an unquestionable, unconfirmed, and perhaps unknowable doctrine can bring.
The use of irony is not for insult, it is to draw the attention to the target of the irony,
to force one to examine one’s own argument. According to Vlastos, “
As instrument of Socratic teaching this irony is best left unresolved. Its
purpose is not, as Kierkegaard would have it, to ‘deceive [the learner] into truth.’
It is to tease, mock, perplex him into seeking the truth” (Socratic Studies, 65).
This illustration of irony by Vlastos brings us to a further point. Socrates
does not want to simply live the examined life alone. He is trying to get everyone
to examine themselves. This is a way to live for everyone as a community.
Socrates appears to be the very first existentialist, in that he created a system in
which we invent ethics together. Furthermore, freedom, in the form of ignorance,
is absolute, and responsibility, exemplified by irony, is likewise absolute. As Sartre
describes the tenets of Existentialism one can see the similarities with the positions
that Socrates forwarded. “Thus, the first effect of existentialism is that it outs
every man in possession of himself as he is, and places the entire responsibility
for his existence squarely upon his own shoulders. And, when we say that man is
responsible for himself, we do not mean that he is responsible only for his own
individuality, but that he is responsible for all men” (Existentialism is a Humanism,
3a).2 The goal is not to find a complete set of ethical rules to which everyone will
comply. It is not that everyone should even come to the same conclusions, just that
everyone should examine and re-examine the question. “Thus, at once, we find
ourselves in a world which is, let us say, that of “inter-subjectivity”. It is in this
world that man has to decide what he is and what others are” (Existentialism is a
Humanism, 8b). Ethics is a way of life, an evolving, anti-dogmatic, and continual
process. To let up is to fail. To settle on a set of morals is to fail. Socrates illustrates
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this idea when he hopes for his sons to be treated this way.
When my sons grow up, avenge yourselves by causing them the same kind
of grief that I caused you, if you think they care money or anything else
more than they care for virtue, or if they think they are somebody when
they are nobody. Reproach them as I reproach you, that they do not care
for the right things and think they are worthy when they are not worthy of
anything. If you do this, I shall have been justly treated by you, and my
sons also. (Apology, STEPHANUS PAGE)
Socrates’ method requires a communal effort to work, in the same way that
existentialism must.
Another aspect of Socrates’ philosophy is that Socrates did not write
anything. He preferred to live the discourse of his philosophy. Because he “knew
nothing,” he did not record his philosophy. This practice is important because it
quite possibly reveals his intention in purposely not writing. The focus was, of
course, on self examination and to write might defeat the purpose of examination.
To have a set of “rules” or “morals” is to cheat the method of self examination.
Rules and lists are a way of avoiding examination for finding the appropriate
ethical stance because it assumes that the goal of examination has already been
achieved. To look to a handbook instead of finding the answer through communal
introspection is to fail in the philosophy of self examination.
Though Socrates did not write he may have been happy with the way
in which his philosophy is presented through the early Platonic dialogues. The
dialogues do not spell out a philosophy, but rather they show the process of selfexamination, through dialogue with others, in action. This is also quite similar to
Existentialism as denoted by Simone de Beauvoir in “What is Existentialism.”
It is a philosophy yet it does not want to stay enclosed in books and
schools; it intends to revive the great tradition of ancient wisdom that
also involved difficult physics and logic, yet proposed a concrete human
attitude to all men. This is why it is not expressed solely in the theoretical
and abstract treatises but also strives to reach a larger public through novels
and plays. This attempt disconcerts many people and makes them doubt
that existentialism is truly a philosophy. But this is misunderstanding the
truth of philosophy, which, particularly in France, has never appeared as a
singular discipline but as a global vision of the world and of man that must
embrace the totality of the human domain. (p 324)
Socrates’ philosophy is only here because of these dialogues. It must be
represented this way because it is not a dogma or a “set of rules”. It is a process, a
simple system where there is no stone unturned and no claim unchallenged.
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In contrast to Socrates’ philosophy there is the idea that morals and ethics
come from divinity. This is referred to as Divine Command Theory. The Internet
Encyclopedia of Philosophy offers this definition, “Roughly, Divine Command
Theory is the view that morality is somehow dependent upon God, and that moral
obligation consists in obedience to God’s commands.” Divine Command Theory
has been examined and refuted extensively so it will not be dealt with in detail
here. It does, however, need unpacking in respect to the philosophy of Socrates.
Divine command theory is wrought with difficulties. One of these
difficulties is the problem of interpretation. Who gets to say what the commands
are? If there are questions about two contradictory commands, who resolves the
issue? Which commands are to hold precedence over others? Sir Leslie Stephen
in An Agnostic’s Apology provides an astute examination and solution to this
dilemma:
But speaking of the race, and not of the individual, there is no plainer
fact that hitherto no knowledge has been obtained. There is not a single
proof of natural theology of which the negative has not been maintained
as vigorously as the affirmative. You tell us to be ashamed of professing
ignorance. Where is the shame of ignorance in matters still involved in
endless and hopeless controversy? Is it not rather a duty? Why should a
lad who has just run the gauntlet of examinations and escaped to a country
parsonage be dogmatic, when his dogmas are denounced as erroneous by
half the philosophers of the world? What theory of the universe am I to
accept as demonstrably established? (An Agnostic’s Apology, 3)

argument, my good friend Euthyphro, different gods consider different things
to be just, beautiful, ugly, good and bad, for they would not be at odds with one
another unless they differed about these subjects, would they?” (Euthyphro, 7e)
The religious claims of one person cannot trump all others and these claims often
create inconsistency within a person’s own belief system. The inconsistencies that
plague a polytheistic divine command theory are just as toxic to a monotheistic
system. One only has to count the many different denominations in any given
religion to see the problems with differences in interpretation.
The dilemma in Euthyphro comes to some deeper conclusions. One of
those conclusions reached is that things are pious not because they are god-loved,
but that they are god-loved because they are pious. This reveals that the pious or
moral is something that is outside of theism. Mark Twain made a scathing critique
of the concept of divine command theory and morals lying outside of theism in the
following lines:
It is plain that there is one moral law for heaven and another for the earth.
The pulpit assures us that wherever we see suffering which we can relieve
and do not do it, we sin, heavily. There was never yet a case of suffering
or sorrow which God could not relieve. Does He sin, then? If He is the
Source of Morals He does – certainly nothing can be plainer than that,
you will admit. Surely the Source of law cannot violate law unsmirched;
surely the judge upon the bench cannot forbid crime and then revel in it
himself unreproached. Nevertheless we have this curious spectacle: daily
the trained parrot in the pulpit gravely delivers himself of these ironies,
which he has acquired at second-hand and adopted without examination,
to a trained congregation which accepts them without examination, and
neither the speaker nor the hearer laughs at himself. (Thoughts of God, p
1-2)

Socratic ignorance is instructive in this situation because any interpretation would
be subject to examination for consistency. This reveals the hurdle created by the
concept of the divine. Socrates’ method avoids this problem because it involves
the opposite of dogma, that of ignorance. He envisioned a society that functioned
by systematically working out an ethics, not by inventing or channeling one.
The correct ethical action cannot be known in advance for all cases, it must be
ascertained in light of the situation. This is revealed in the attempts to find the
definitions of justice, friendship, love, and courage in the Platonic dialogues. As
Sartre correctly points out, “A coward is defined by the deed that he has done.”
(Existentialism is a Humanism, 7b). The point is that a divine command cannot
define justice or courage ahead of time and for all cases simply because it is divine.
Cowardice and justice are defined in context. Rules for actions must be flexible,
even breakable, which defeats their function as rules.
There are difficulties in all systems of religion with divine command
theory. However, there are some problems that are specific to the polytheistic
religions. The fact that there are many gods allows for disagreement among
the gods. The problems of interpretation reach a new level in the supernatural
realm. This concept is outlined in Euthyphro where Socrates is discussing piety
with a man who claims to know what the gods want. “Then according to your

Twain’s critique brings up the other tool of Socrates, irony. The speaker and the
congregation need a healthy dose of it. They are blindly accepting something
that is clearly inconsistent. How can a comprehensive moral system suffer from
inconsistencies?
Morality is something that must be cultivated without religion. The
contradictory interpretations of dogmatic morality are detrimental to the proper
study of ethics. When these positions of interpretation are not investigable to the
person holding them they are forced to settle for an incomplete and inconsistent
philosophy. Each position is given the same validity because it is dogmatic,
unquestionable, and divine. If the position of ignorance is accepted, none of the
competing interpretations have automatic legitimacy, as opposed to all of them.
Because of the dogmatic nature of divine command, examination is blocked and
therefore the correct ethical action cannot be determined.
In philosophy, reasoned argument is generally sufficient for upholding
one’s position. However, sometimes hard scientific fact can shed some light on
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the disagreement. The claims that “one cannot be moral without God” or that
“morality is only possible with God” should be easily proven by a study that
shows religiosity and ethical behavior go hand in hand. The opposite is true. The
most current and most comprehensive study on this topic was done in 2005 by
Gregory S. Paul and published in the Journal of Religion and Society. The study,
entitled Cross-National Correlations of Quantifiable Societal Health with Popular
Religiosity and Secularism in the Prosperous Democracies, discovered that:
In general, higher rates of belief in and worship of a creator correlate with
higher rates of homicide, juvenile and early adult mortality, STD infection
rates, teen pregnancy, and abortion in the prosperous democracies. The
most theistic prosperous democracy, the U.S., is exceptional, but not in the
manner Franklin predicted. The United States is almost always the most
dysfunctional of the developed democracies, sometimes spectacularly so,
and almost always scores poorly. The view of the U.S. as a “shining city
on a hill” to the rest of the world is falsified when it comes to the basic
measures of societal health. (Volume 7, p 3, sec 18)
By contrast, “Higher rates of non-theism and acceptance of human evolution
usually correlate with lower rates of dysfunction, and the least theistic nations
are usually the least dysfunctional” (Volume 7, p 3, sec 18). In addition to this
study there have been others on prison populations that show that the theistic
prison population far outweighs the non-theistic to a far greater extent than the
respective population percentages.3 In other words, non-theistic citizens follow
the law to a greater extent than theistic citizens. It seems, then, that non-theists act
more ethically in general. Divine Command Theory and its claims to morality are
belied by the facts. It appears from these studies that divinity does not aid ethical
behavior and may in fact hinder it.
All of the current religions are subject to this critique of divine command,
however, there are a few interpretations that have rejected divine command but
retain the concepts of divinity or at least some form of ultimate knowledge, in
other words, a metaphysics. These types of religious claims hold a more tentative
position with regard to dogma. These concepts are much like the practice of
Buddhism, where there is some form of enlightenment that can be reached, in
which one gains understanding of this divine or ultimate knowledge. This is very
much like the ancient philosophy of the Stoics.
The philosophy of Socrates was carried on with the tradition of the
Cynics and inherited by the Stoics in turn. The Stoic philosophy kept much of
the tradition of Socrates but there are some important differences. The concept
of ignorance was softened through the metaphysics of the Stoics. The communal
aspect was also damaged by the addition of metaphysics. With the exception of
Epictetus, the Stoics also began writing down their philosophy. In point of fact,
Epictetus warned against the written word:
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Take the treatise on the active powers, and see how I have studied it.” I
reply “Slave, I am not inquiring about this, but how you exercise pursuit
and avoidance, desire and aversion, how you design and purpose and
prepare yourself, whether conformably to nature or not. If conformably,
give me evidence of it, and I will say that you are making progress: but
if not conformably, be gone, and not only expound your books, but write
such books yourself; and what will you gain by it? Do you not know that
the whole book only costs five denarii? Does then the expounder seem to
be worth more than five denarii? Never, then, look for the matter itself in
one place, and progress toward it in another. (The Discourses, Chap 4)
These small changes as well as the addition of the Sage diluted the main concepts
of Socrates philosophy, those of ignorance and irony.
The Stoics had a metaphysics by which the whole world was ordered and
determined. This was held tentatively by Marcus Aurelius.
The revolutions of the cosmos are the same, up and down, through the
ages. Either the mind of the Whole has an impulse which reaches to each
individual – and if this be so, welcome that which set it in motion – or it
had this impulse once, and the rest has followed in consequence. Why
then are you anxious? The Whole is either a god, and all is well, or it is
without plan – atoms somehow and indivisible particles – but you need not
be without plan yourself. (Meditations, 9, 28)
Despite the tentative nature of this determinism, much of the communal aspect
of Stoic philosophy is grounded in it. By improving oneself one improves the
whole. Nevertheless, the intersubjective tool of Socratic irony loses its potency
if it is not performed regularly and frankly. It could certainly be argued that the
practitioners of Stoicism regarded each other with this irony, but it appears that
most others were not subject to this scrutiny. Irony is to be a check against the
claim of absolute or certain knowledge and used most harshly against those who
are not in agreement. Aurelius seems to contradict the function of Socratic irony.
“Then show him tactfully and in general terms that not even bees act like this, nor
any creatures whose nature it is to live in herds. This should not be done ironically
or reproachfully, but affectionately and without bitterness, not lecturing him, nor in
order that a bystander should admire you, but for his ears alone even if others are
standing near” (, 11, 19). Socrates did practice irony like this but only in specific
circumstances where the embarrassment would not serve the correct purpose.4
Though a proper reading of the Stoics should understand that they do
not hold a dogmatic stance with regard to their metaphysics, it could certainly
be drawn from the texts that they were dogmatic. Take the example of the
Enchiridion where Arrian takes the work of Epictetus and creates a handbook. It
is likely that Epictetus would have disapproved of this but nonetheless it was done
in the name of Stoicism. Furthermore, the writings of Aurelius, Epictetus, and
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Seneca reveal a bias toward the deterministic metaphysics as opposed to the evenhanded ignorance shown in Aurelius’ prior quote. They seem to profess a great
deal of certain knowledge.
Moreover the rational soul travels through the whole universe and the void
which surrounds it, and observes its form; it stretches into infinity of time
and grasps and understands the periodic rebirth of the Whole; it observes
that those who come after us will see nothing new, nothing different from
what our predecessors saw, but in a sense a man of forty, if he has any
intelligence, has seen all the past and all the future, because they are of the
same kind as the present. (Meditations, 11, 1)5

For if indeed existence precedes essence, one will never be able to explain
one’s action by reference to a given and specific human nature; in other
words, there is no determinism – man is free, man is freedom. Nor, on
the other hand, if God did not exist, are we provided with any values or
commands that would legitimize our behavior. Thus we have neither
behind us, nor before us in a luminous realm of values, any means of
justification or excuse – We are left alone, without excuse. That is what
I mean when I say that man is condemned to be free. (Existentialism is a
Humanism, 5b)

The fact that Stoicism can be interpreted in this way reveals the problem of softening
the concept of Socratic ignorance. Furthermore, a bit of Socratic irony would
reveal the inconsistency between the idea of determinism and responsibility.
Furthermore, the invention of the sage places the early practitioners of this
philosophy in too high an esteem. These actions would be in direct opposition
to the philosophers themselves. Imagine the reaction of Socrates, Diogenes, and
Antisthenes to the comments of Epictetus and Seneca. “Our predecessors have
worked much improvement, but have not worked out the problem. They deserve
respect, however, and should be worshipped with a divine ritual” (Seneca, Epistle
64). “Thus Socrates became perfect, improving himself by everything, attending
to nothing but reason. And you are not a Socrates, you ought, however, to live as
one desirous of becoming a Socrates” (Enchiridion, 50). The purpose of Socrates’
philosophy was to check the knowledge of even Socrates himself. He would have
never held himself or anyone else as a perfect example and neither would those
Cynics thought to be sages, Diogenes and Antisthenes.
The philosophy of the Stoics, Buddhism and the modernized versions
of Christianity and other religions that seek to retain divinity while casting away
dogmatic beliefs are opening the door for those dogmatic beliefs to return. A
dogmatic interpretation due to a divine or ultimate knowledge claim, or the mere
insinuation thereof, contrasts with the openness of ignorance and the process of
self-examination. It removes the responsibility from ethical behavior as well. One
can simply say I believed the divinity to be true and acted as if it were. It requires
the “leap of faith” that Kierkegaard describes. What happens after that leap of
faith? Is ethical responsibility gone and the need for self-examination gone? An
examination of existential philosophy may help shed light on this subject.
The philosophy of existentialism holds that existence comes before
essence. Sartre explained that “man first of all exists, encounters himself, surges
up in the world – and defines himself afterwards” (Existentialism is a Humanism,
2b). This philosophy is contradictory to the idea of divinity, determinism, or
ultimate knowledge.

We are condemned to freedom and responsibility, ignorance and irony are the tools
that remind us of this fact.
Existentialism shows us that we must accept our freedom in order to
study ethics. To borrow from Foucault, “Liberty is the ontological condition
of ethics.”(The Ethics of the Concern of the Self as a Practice of Freedom
[hereafter: ECSPF] p 4) Though Foucault is no existentialist, his position on
freedom is instructive, for he ask, “what is morality, if not the practice of liberty,
the deliberate practice of liberty.”(ECSPF, 4) Divinity is a restriction of freedom
and therefore a restriction of ethics. The other concern for Foucault is that of
domination. Domination is the result of an obviation of relations of power. “This
analysis of relations of power constitutes a very complex field; it sometimes meets
what we can call facts or states of domination, in which the relations of power,
instead of being variable and allowing different partners a strategy which alters
them, find themselves firmly set and congealed” (ECSPF, 3). The concept of
divinity is exactly that it is true by definition. It is firmly set and offers no room
for discussion. There is no power relation between the divine and the human.
Therefore, divinity is domination. If we are dominated then we cannot be free and
we cannot understand ethics. Ergo, we must reject divinity if we are to undermine
the domination. In other words, we must examine even the divine for validity.
One may argue that contemporary theologies can be compatible with self
examination because free will exists in humans. Let us set the whole argument
of compatiblisim aside, as it has no bearing on the outcome of the examined
life, because what is found through examination is exactly what must be found
according to the divine belief. The item of interest here is the interpretation and
the ability for corruption and domination. Even if the compatibilist argument
holds, not everyone who attempts the study of ethics will be able to accept the
argument for more than its superficial value. The fact of the matter is that it allows
for corruption by the very fact that a divine command is possible and therefore
the tools of irony and ignorance are rendered useless. Without complete freedom,
in the form of ignorance, the power relations are not kept in check with the use
of irony. There is room for corruption because a possible divine command can
not be removed through self-examination. It cannot even be uncovered through
the use of irony from another participant. It is the possibility of domination that
divinity introduces which renders it detrimental to ethics. In other words, whether
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self examination can be compatible with theological claims or not, the capacity for
domination and corruption through divine command exists. It cannot be escaped
without relinquishing the belief.
The final question put to Foucault in the interview “The Ethics of the
Concern of the Self as a Practice of Freedom” is, “Do you think philosophy has the
duty of sounding a warning on the danger of power?” His response follows:
That duty has always been an important function of philosophy. On the
critical side – I mean critical in a very broad sense – philosophy is precisely
the challenging of all phenomena of domination at whatever level or under
whatever form they present themselves – political, economic, sexual,
institutional, and so on. This critical function of philosophy, up to a
certain point, emerges right from the Socratic imperative: “Be concerned
with yourself, i.e., ground yourself in liberty, through mastery of the self.”
(p 20)
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The power of religion, dogma, and divinity are dangerous to ethics because of the
ability for corruption in the form of unchecked and unquestionable power. The
Socratic imperative Foucault speaks of is that you must “ground yourself in liberty,”
which means keep your knowledge claims short of certainty, for your ignorance is
what keeps you examining your position. Once you have stopped examining, you
have ceased to act in an ethical manner. The journey for a proper study of ethics
begins and ends with Socrates because his arguments are in Alcibiades’ words, “of
great – no, of the greatest – importance for anyone who wants to become a truly
good man.”(Symposium, 222a)
Endnotes
1
What has caused my reputation [of being the wisest of all] is a certain kind of wisdom. What
kind of wisdom? Human wisdom, perhaps. It may be that I really posses this, while those whom
I mentioned just now are wise with a wisdom more than human; else I cannot explain it, for I
certainly do not possess it, and whoever says I do is lying and speaks slander to me. (Apology,
20e)
2
Sartre sees this responsibility as so thoroughgoing that one is even responsible for one’s passion
(see 4b).
3
2001 American Religious Identity Survey (ARIS), Zuckerman, Phil. “Atheism: Contemporary
Rates and Patterns”, chapter in The Cambridge Companion to Atheism, ed. by Michael Martin,
Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, UK (2005). (http://www.adherents.com/la...),
International centre for Prison Studies (http://www.prisonstudies.org/), and OECD Factbook
(http://titania.sourceoecd.o...), http://www.holysmoke.org/icr-pri.htm
4
This may have been the case with Alcibiades.
5
Similarly, Epictetus claims, “Think the matter over carefully, know yourself, ask the Deity, do
not attempt the task without God. For if god so advises you, be assured that He wishes you to
become great, or to receive many stripes” (Discourses 3, 22). Seneca likewise suggests, “If you
find, after having traveled far, that there is a more distant goal always in view, you may be sure
that this condition is contrary to nature” (Epistles, 16).
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The Miserable Monster Whom I had Created
Bryan Kimoto
Human nature seems drawn to the grotesque: we read about monsters,
write about them, but fear the things that go bump in the night. As children, our
half-imagined nightmares keep us in a perpetual cloak of fear, ever-wary of what
lies just under our beds. As we grow into adulthood, we begin to realize that the
boogeyman is really just a tree branch tapping against our windows—the monsters
are not what we think they are. Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein wonders what really
defines a monster, appearance or something deeper, through the characterizations
of Frankenstein and his creation. While the creation, or golem1, is often referred to
as the “monster,” he is not the real monster of the story; the real monster lies in the
character of Victor Frankenstein. This paper will discuss why Frankenstein and
not the golem is the true monster by examining the ways in which society views
the characters, the ethics behind their decisions, and a discussion of madness.
It is a commonly understood notion that we can be rather shallow in our
examinations of the world, often accepting what we come across at face value. In
this way of viewing the world, of course Frankenstein’s creation is the monster.
The golem encounters this throughout his every interaction with man: “Who can
describe their [the De Lacey family’s] horror and consternation on beholding me?
Agatha fainted, and Safie, unable to attend her friend, rushed out of the cottage.
Felix darted forward, and with supernatural force, tore me from his father…” (p.
137). Despite the fact that the creation had not hurt the family’s father, he was still
rejected, violently. Most people see something ugly and assume it is bad; we see
someone ugly and assume that they may not be as good as if they were beautiful.
2
“[William] struggled violently. ‘Let me go,’ he cried; ‘monster! Ugly wretch!
You wish to eat me and tear me to pieces—you are an ogre—let me go, or I will
tell my papa” (p. 144). These interactions show the emphasis placed upon the
outer appearance of the creation rather than realizing the truth of his nature—he
is generally harmless and acts out of childish impulses. His appearance belies his
gentle nature and it is only when treated harshly that he lashes back at his attackers.
For example, before the De Laceys treated him harmfully, he was acting as a sort
of guardian angel for them; feeding and providing for the family during lean times
(p. 106). He shows the same kind of charity in his actions that most people would
expect from another human being. Despite the assumptions made about him based
on his appearance, he is genuinely trying to be human.
Conversely Frankenstein is the person who created the golem and this
action is monstrous even in his own eyes. Victorian society, given the deep piety
of the time, would most certainly have rejected Frankenstein and called him
‘monster’ had they known of his experiments. “[He] collected bones from charnelhouses and disturbed, with profane fingers, the tremendous secrets of the human
frame. In a solitary chamber… [He] brought [his] work near to a conclusion”
(pp.55-56). While disturbing the dead is a vile enough crime, the further violation
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of the bodies by piecing them together to create a new being flies in the face of the
values of a Victorian society, one obsessed with decorum and piety. It is therefore,
unfair to label the creation a “monster” without realizing the he did not ask to be
made, without calling the creator an even greater monster for coming up with the
idea. Only a monstrous human could even fathom the creation of such a creature
as his golem. This is not to say that all creation is evil, but given Frankenstein’s
state of imperfection (inherent to his humanity), it is impossible for him to create
a being greater than, or even equal to, his nearness to perfection3. Therefore, the
golem is innocent of any crime committed in the act of his creation simply by the
same virtue that a child is innocent of his parents’ sins. The blame must lie entirely
with the creator, in this case, Frankenstein because it is he alone who undertook
to commit acts that any society would call monstrous (the defiling of graves and
bodies).
Furthermore, after creating and subsequently abandoning the golem
without giving him any guidance, Frankenstein refuses to take responsibility for
his or the golem’s actions and admit what he has done to society. Even though
Frankenstein calls Justine “poor victim” and suffers “great agony” at her pending
execution he is as yet unable to confess to his duplicity in the crime (p. 89). Despite
his agony, Frankenstein is unable to bring himself to tell the truth behind William’s
death and save the life of an innocent person. Indeed, it takes several more deaths
culminating with the death of his bride, Elizabeth, before he is willing to divulge
information about his involvement in all of the murders (pp. 199-202). Allowing
innocents to die in one’s stead is a monstrous and cowardly act. The fact that he
can be so unmoved, and he is not moved if he can go months without confessing, is
deeply monstrous. It is true that his silence nags at him in the way a fly can bother
a horse, however, much like a horse, Victor shrugs his guilt aside to spare himself
humiliation and social backlash (exile, arrest, or even execution).
Beyond simply allowing Justine to die, the reason Frankenstein gives
for not confessing is equally terrible and monstrous. He claims that “[his] tale
was not one to announce publicly; its astounding horror would be looked upon
as madness by the vulgar” (p. 81). Rather than potentially saving Justine’s life,
he chooses to keep his story to himself to avoid being ostracized by society. This
shows his own disregard for human life; he is willing to allow Justine to die simply
to preserve his dignity. Only a true monster could allow someone to die for such
a vain reason. While it is true that the golem planted the evidence on Justine’s
person used to convict her, his attempt to place the blame elsewhere comes from
his need to preserve his own life; whereas Frankenstein’s fatal silence results from
his own selfishness—he does not wish to be called a monster by those around him.
It hardly seems logical to fault someone for something that they were ignorant of;
however, it is perfectly logical to fault the one responsible for such ignorance and
who lacked such an excuse for his own actions.
Moving deeper than the moral barometer society places upon an individual,
any careful reader must look at the internal ethical decisions of both Frankenstein
and his creation. A monster by definition should lack a well-grounded sense of
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ethics. Therefore, it surprises many readers that the golem has a stronger sense of
morals than Frankenstein. For example, in reference to the De Lacey family, the
golem says:

Despite supposedly being a monster, the golem shows that he is capable of making
a choice that most would say is ethical, or even altruistic. When he realized that
his thefts were causing harm, he ceased to commit them and made life harder
on himself. This shows that he is developing a moral code and that he does not
actively seek to cause harm to others. The golem is displaying the same sort
of moral development that children undergo—he demonstrates what is called
reciprocity. He is returning the kindness that the De Lacey’s have shown him,
albeit unknowingly, for sheltering and teaching him. He is trying to conform to
what he perceives from his limited experience to be the norm for human morality.
The ethical reasoning behind his decision is sound: they have never harmed him so
he will not harm them. This could be called the golden rule of his life. A monster
should not be concerned for the welfare of others, and the golem clearly is.
Frankenstein, on the other hand, makes many choices that betray a lack
of sound ethical reasoning. For example, the ethics behind his decision to destroy
the golem’s unfinished bride is shaky at best. Frankenstein claims that “justice due
both to [the golem] and my fellow creature demanded of me that I should comply
with his request” (p. 150). This decision is, as he says, born of the fear of what the
golem would do if refused. After all, he is essentially a preternaturally strong child
and is liable to throw a tantrum should he be refused. Yet later, Frankenstein says
of the unmade bride, “…she might become ten thousand times more malignant
than her mate, and delight, for its own sake, in murder and wretchedness” and
he goes on to claim that he has no right to “endanger” mankind for his own
selfishness (pp. 170-171). However the ethics of this decision are questionable;
he has no guarantee that she would be an evil being. Indeed with the guidance
of her husband, the golem, she would not be unguided morally as he had been
and would not be able to wantonly attack people—her husband would at least be
able to restrain her should reason fail. Frankenstein overlooks the fact that his
first creation developed a sense of morals independent of him; indeed the golem
was forced to because Frankenstein abandoned it soon after creation. Therefore,
it is likely that the bride would develop her own code of ethics, similar to her
husband’s, simply because of the golem’s influence. Though there is no guarantee

of such a code being developed by the bride, the golem managed to develop
morality virtually alone so it follows that the bride would develop morals thanks
to the influence of her husband. Since no guarantee exists that a child will develop
morally, there would be as much guarantee for the bride as there is for any child.
Furthermore, Frankenstein had expressed fear of his creation before ever
agreeing to make a bride. He states that “His [the golem’s] power and threats
were not omitted in my calculations” (p. 141). This clearly demonstrates that
Frankenstein is afraid of what the golem is capable of doing if so moved. The fear
is likely due to the fact that the golem has, by this point, shown his willingness to
make Frankenstein suffer as Frankenstein makes his creation suffer. Thus it makes
no sense, logically or ethically, to anger a being, his golem, which does exist and
is willing to repay unkindness with unkindness. If the golem is willing to do to
Frankenstein what is done to him, then it makes little sense to deny the golem the
one comfort it might have in life. Therefore, this would make Frankenstein the
monster because he chooses to both destroy the golem’s hope for normalcy, or
even just companionship, and to endanger his loved ones when he could protect
them from harm.
Such danger proves to be quite real, as Frankenstein learns when he
marries Elizabeth. After the golem warns Frankenstein against it, he decides to
marry Elizabeth, thus further provoking the golem’s anger. The golem’s warning
to Frankenstein after the latter has abandoned creating the bride was quite clear:
“I go; but remember, I shall be with you on your wedding-night” (173). Since
Frankenstein destroyed the golem’s bride, logic dictates that the golem intends to
destroy Frankenstein’s bride. Therefore, Frankenstein’s decision to go ahead with
his wedding is one that he makes knowing that in doing so he endangers Elizabeth.
The fault for Elizabeth’s death, then, rests with Frankenstein perhaps even more so
than with the golem. Despite his claim to make decisions unselfishly, Frankenstein
makes the decision to wed Elizabeth purely for his own joy without fully considering
or perhaps by simply ignoring the danger that it presents to Elizabeth. While many
would likely claim that this act, murdering an otherwise innocent woman, makes
the golem the monster, it is not so simple. The reader must remember that the
golem is still developing the code of morals that we expect from a fully functional
adult. He still uses a childish code of reciprocity as his moral compass—an eye
for an eye, or rather a bride for a bride. While the murder is terrible, in the eyes of
the golem, it is the only way to balance the situation. Frankenstein, however, lacks
such an excuse for endangering Elizabeth. He acted wantonly and for placing his
bride in harm’s way, he deserves the title of monster.
One must next consider madness and the role it plays in defining a
monster.4 For the purposes of this paper, madness will be defined as the irrational
behavior a subject exhibits throughout the novel, such as rapid changes in
one’s mind or unusual emotional/physical reactions or even pure obsession.
Frankenstein, according to this definition, indeed suffers from madness. This is
apparent from the first part of the novel wherein he talks about his temperament
as a child: “My temper was sometimes violent, and my passions vehement…”
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A considerable period elapsed before I discovered one of the causes of the
uneasiness of this amiable family: it was poverty, and they suffered that
evil in a very distressing degree. Their nourishment consisted entirely of
the vegetables of their garden…They often, [he] believe[d], suffered the
pangs of hunger very poignantly…[he] had been accustomed, during the
night, to steal a part of their store for [his] own consumption; but when
[he] found that in doing this [he] inflicted pain on the cottagers, [he]
abstained… (p. 114).

(39). Such a temper implies that rational thought flies away when confronted
with a difficult situation or something that arouses passions. If he cannot maintain
rationality, then irrationality, and therefore (for this paper’s discussion) madness,
dominates his psyche. Since Frankenstein is confronted with such situations
throughout the novel, it can be assumed that he is mad, or nearly mad, throughout
a great portion of the novel. For example, he describes the process of creating the
golem as one he knew was loathsome, but could not tear himself away from it (56).
Such dedication to a craft which even he finds vile is not so much dedication as it
is a monstrous obsession. He is unable to use any form of rationale to justify the
craft even to himself. Instead he chooses to continue even though he knows that
doing so is entirely irrational.
Another sign of his madness is the inconsistency with which Frankenstein
views his creation. Looking at the text in this way, Frankenstein’s reaction to
the golem, which he labored so arduously for, is puzzling. He flees from the
golem moments after bestowing animation, abandoning the life he made almost
instantaneously. He says that “the beauty of the dream vanished, and breathless
horror and disgust filled [his] heart” (58). Something that only moments before
held his adoration and admiration, now repulses and frightens him. That type of
rapid change of mind, and to such a large degree, goes beyond merely being fickle.
It goes into the realm of madness. He decides without warning or provocation that
something he had two years to turn away from is no longer what he desires, it is
no longer worth his attention. He tries to discard the golem, a living and sentient
being, much as one does a toy that is no longer amusing. It is true, Frankenstein
could not have been aware of the golem’s sentience. For this, it is possible to
forgive him, except that he had hoped for such a result and should have been
prepared.5 Rather than feeling any form of responsibility for the golemthe way
a rational person would, he abandons it. This sort of behavior does not follow a
conventional or normal train of thought. His inability to hold himself accountable
for his creation is most certainly a sign of madness; illogically he attempts to lay
the blame for its actions wholly upon itself. This makes him the true monster
because it is expected for a monster to lack any sort of rational attachment to what
it creates; we expect our monsters to be mad.
Frankenstein’s later reaction to the golem is even more unusual. He says
that “For the first time, also, [he] felt what the duties of a creator towards his
creature were, and that [he] ought to render him [the golem] happy before [he]
complained of his wickedness” (104). He acknowledges that he has been found
wanting in responsibility for his creation, but completely, and irrationally, is blind
to the fact that any wickedness the golem committed is largely his own fault. It
is an irrational way of thinking for two primary reasons. First, he created it and
therefore any harm it has caused can be traced back to him. Much as a modern
day person might blame the tobacco company for producing the cigarette that
killed a relative, it is also fair to blame Frankenstein for the damage the golem has
caused. While it is true that the golem made his own choices, he did so without a
full knowledge of his situation, which leads to a discussion of the second reason:

namely, Frankenstein abandoned the golem. Without any form of guidance, the
golem was forced to make decisions that were not always wise; much like an
uninformed person would smoke a cigarette without realizing the dangers of the
choice. Besides such obvious reasons, it is also mad for Frankenstein to feel
the attachment he does simply because he thinks that the golem might also be
responsible for the death of his brother, William. Without a confirmation or denial
of the golem’s involvement in William’s death, Frankenstein wishes to make the
golem happy. It is not a rational desire to wish to please someone involved in the
death of a sibling. This would make Frankenstein mad, and a monster, because he
feels irrational hatred followed by more irrational affection for his creation.
While the golem looks like the monster, clearly his creator is the true
monster. He, Frankenstein, created something that only someone with a monstrous
imagination could; further he lacks the grounding sense of ethics that the golem
possesses; and he is possibly mad to the level of monstrosity. Society might label
the golem the monster, but if growing up has taught us anything, it is that we must
look deeper. Despite his monstrous appearance, the golem truly makes an effort
to become as human as those he observes. Unfortunately his interactions with
human beings are far from positive, thus hardening him and making it easy to
look only superficially at the text and call him the monster. Shelley seems to be
trying to admonish her readers to look beyond the surface of a person and try to
accept, or simply understand, the people they come across for who they really are.
Furthermore, Shelley appears to also be arguing for her readers to accept blame for
their actions when their actions cause harm, intended or not.
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End Notes
1
A creation made by man and given artificial life.
2
The link between ugliness and evil can be tied to Christian iconography from as early as the
14th century; demons and villainous characters in Biblical lore are depicted as hideous (i.e. Judas,
Cain, etc).
3
This is best understood by looking at Plato’s theory of the gods. Given their state of perfection,
any change would be less perfect. Frankenstein is, in essence, changing humanity through his
creation and it must be less perfect than he.
4
Madness does not necessarily equate monstrosity, nor monstrosity madness, but in the terms of
this novel, the two are inexorably linked.
5
This is what I call “The Mad Scientist’s Dilemma.” The scientist, obsessed with a notion
or idea, willfully ignores the implications of their idea’s end result. However, they must still
be held ethically responsible for their actions because they have chosen to undertake said
experiment.

The Importance of Teaching Scientific Literacy,
Critical Thinking and Skepticism: The Sad State of
American Perception and Understanding of Science
and Scientists
Arron Shiffer
Americans have placed themselves in a perilous situation. We have
become dependent on technology and science yet we are woefully ignorant of how
and why the process of science works. The general public distances themselves
further from scientific literacy year after year and the situation is costing the
populace a great deal. The late Carl Sagan warned us in 1989: “We are in real
danger of having constructed a society fundamentally dependent on science and
technology in which hardly anyone understands science and technology. This is a
clear prescription for disaster.”1 Sagan’s warning is even more apt today given that
the dependence on science and technology is even greater and the ignorance more
rampant. There are political, economic, and religious groups that seek to prey on
this ignorance; they misrepresent science because it interferes with their particular
dogma or cuts into their profits. A change in the way scientific literacy is taught
and represented in this country is necessary if we are to avoid a disaster. The public
needs to be prepared to deal with the challenges we face today and essential to that
preparation is scientific literacy.
Prior to defining what it is to be scientifically literate it would be useful
to demonstrate just what it is to be the opposite. A journey into the pitfalls of
scientific illiteracy will help to illuminate the urgent need for change. If readers
find among the following list of shortcomings items that they sympathize with,
or even outright accept, then this is a testament to the serious problem we have
face.2 A proper understanding of science would dispel these examples, which
suggests that they exemplify the misunderstandings of science through their very
existence. Around every corner, on television, on billboards, in our courtrooms, in
our churches, in our government, and almost anywhere you look you see examples
of scientific illiteracy.
The general ignorance of the public regarding how science works, what
science is, as well as a lack of simple factual scientific knowledge is apparent in
these antiscientific claims and practices. Many Americans accept claims of the
paranormal and supernatural such as astrology, psychic abilities, ESP, remote
viewing, palm reading, premonition, ghosts, haunted houses, Bigfoot, the Yeti,
UFO’s, alien abductions, and countless more as true despite the repeated failure of
any of these items to stand up to scientific scrutiny. There are denialist claims such
as the 911 truth movement,3 holocaust denial, and the moon hoax people. Certain
religious claims persist despite the mountain of evidence against them such as
the Flat Earth Society and Young Earth Creationism. There are a plethora of antimedical claims like homeopathy, natural cures, magnet therapy, acupuncture,
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meditation, psychic healing, faith healing, psychic surgery, immunization scares,4
and spontaneous human combustion. None of these pseudoscientific medical
claims stand up to blind and double blind medical trials. They all have been shown
to be ineffective or incorrect.
There are political abuses of scientific literacy such as global warming
denial and misrepresentation of stem cell and cloning research. Huffman, in his
news article Ignorance of Science Allows it to be Distorted for a Cause enlightens
us to this. “Witness the past decade of persistent denial of climate change, even
though the role of humans in global warming has been established scientifically
with about the same degree of certainty as the role of alcohol in drunken driving”
(p. 1). There are corporate abuses such as tobacco companies suppressing the
science linking cancer to smoking. Finally, there are conspiracy theories and
doomsday scenarios such as the idea that the Large Hadron Collider at CERN is
going to destroy the world by creating a black hole which will engulf the world
or that the world is going to end in December of 2012 when the Mayan calendar
ends. Most people do not know or care that there are far more energetic collisions
happening in the atmosphere everyday than what will happen at the LHC. Also
people are ignorant of the fact that the Mayan calendar is an arbitrary system
created to follow the seasons like any other arbitrary system, including ours. There
have been many times in the past when we simply skipped days and weeks to
realign the seasons with our calendar.
All of these ideas have led to an ever increasing illiteracy of science
by suggesting that science “doesn’t know everything” or that it “doesn’t prove
anything.” These same people do this while at the same time using the technology
that science has created to try to verify their claims, when they can. All of these
things have contributed to some very scary facts about the American public:
A recent National Science Foundation study shows that high percentages
of college students believe in bogus ideas such as astrology, psychic
detectives, the Bermuda triangle, and UFO abductions, and have a very
poor understanding of how science works…. 25% of the public believes in
astrology, and at least half believe in ESP! As many scientists have noted,
many laypeople confuse the everyday definition of theory as a “hunch” or
“guess” with the scientific definition of theory as a tested, valid model of
phenomena in the natural world (Mole, 62).
These ideas have often been used by groups like the creationists who describe
evolution as “only a theory”. Creationism is itself an astonishing example of the
sad state of scientific literacy in this country: “Gallup polls consistently show that
about half of all Americans do not accept Darwin’s theory of natural selection”
(Mole, 62).
In addition to public misconceptions, the failure of schools to teach
scientific literacy and critical thinking in an interesting and exciting way has only
compounded the problem. The science education in schools seems to be solely
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concerned with rote learning of facts and does not focus on what it is to do science
or create an inquiry based learning system. Jeffery Esko implemented a system
at his local school for teaching scientific literacy. “We didn’t want to cram facts
down the kids’ throats because that’s what was boring them in the first place,”
says Esko. “Instead, we wanted them to learn by conducting experiments, asking
questions, observing, hypothesizing, and even making mistakes” (Alpher, 768).
Esko’s example is what a curriculum needs to incorporate for teaching how to
think like a scientist. This mindset is essential to scientific literacy. Bruce Alberts,
editor of Science magazine offered this comment in his editorial, “Rather than
only conveying what science has discovered about the natural world, as is done
now in most countries, a top priority should be to empower all students with the
knowledge and practice of how to think like a scientist.” (Vol 319, p. 1589)
Critical thinking is an indispensable aspect of science which should
also be taught in school and is underappreciated for its effectiveness. The lack of
critical thinking stems from the emphasis on fact based learning in the curricula
today. Ira Winn in his article “The High Cost of Uncritical Teaching” points out
that, “For too long, American society and American educators have adored the
quiz whiz – the one who can shoot back correct answers to factual questions as
in a TV game show, as if that were indeed a true measure of wisdom” (p. 496).
Furthermore, classifications of thinking skills, and the lumping of critical thinking
with them, serves to foster this quiz whiz mentality. Critical thinking is something
that should be taught throughout the learning process and not reserved as a higher
order thinking skill. This ordering of skills leads to a problematic system. Concepts
of critical thinking embedded in the curricula are necessary for scientific literacy.
It is thought that if students perform “higher-order” operations such as
analyzing or synthesizing, they are necessarily thinking critically, and if
they perform so-called “lower order” operations such as comprehending
or remembering that they cannot be thinking critically….The mere fact
that students are analyzing doesn’t mean they are doing it critically. If
they blindly accept dubious assumptions, leap to fallacious conclusions,
and rely on inaccurate statements, we would be hard pressed to describe
their “analysis” as critical thinking….As these examples suggest, “higherorder” operations can be done in a rote and thoughtless way, and “lowerorder” operations can be done in a critically thoughtful manner (Case, 2).
Lastly, avoidance of controversial topics is likewise a mistake made by
educators. So called controversial topics are often forbidden for fear of offending
or inciting students. In response to this some educators create special classes for
“controversial issues.” Winn offers a critique of such a program:
Quite frankly, this is educational nonsense, for those issues that we call
controversial are not only inherent in any vital curriculum, they are its very
heart and soul. These issues reflect the most important values of a society,
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and they crop up most frequently in areas undergoing the most significant
kind of change. Indeed, these issues are the foci that make the curriculum
meaningful and keep it alive. That is, they are the most relevant to citizens
and students (Winn, 497).
This mistake is compounded by the idea that critical thinking is thought to be mean
or rude. “Even more disturbing is the societal pressure to conform and shy away
from critical thinking because it is not “polite” or “nice.” Americans commonly
confuse the adjective “critical” with negativism, conveniently missing the point
that the opposite of critical thinking is “uncritical” thinking, which is not thinking
at all!” (Winn, 496) Critical thinking, controversial issues, and scientific thinking
must be intertwined with all learning to create a scientific mindset.
The need for scientific literacy is exacerbated by America’s poor showing
internationally. A recent study called PISA (Program for International Student
Assessment) compared the skills of fifteen year olds across the world. The
program had a focus on scientific literacy. The results which follow demonstrate
that the United States is clearly in trouble when it comes to scientific literacy.
•
•
•

US students scored lower in science literacy than 16 of the other 29
OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development)
countries and lower than 6 non-OCED countries.
US students had lower scores than the OECD average for two of the
three science literacy subscales and average on the third.
On student performance Levels 1-6 (1 lowest and 6 the highest in
science literacy) US students had 8% in level 1, higher than OECD
average, only Mexico and Turkey had a worse score among OECD
countries. (Highlights from PISA 2006)

With an understanding of the problems faced due to a lack of scientific literacy,
a careful definition of what the term means is in order. The term is not widely
recognized with a simple definition because there are many working definitions
but all contain certain aspects such as: 1) a general understanding of fundamental
ideas, principles, and theories of science; 2) some knowledge of the ways in
which scientific knowledge is generated, validated, and disseminated; 3) some
ability to interpret scientific data and evaluate their validity and reliability; 4) a
critical understanding of the aims and goals of science and technology, including
their historical roots and the values they embody; 5) an appreciation of the
interrelationships among science, technology, society, and the environment; 6)
an interest in science and the capacity to update and acquire new scientific and
technological knowledge in the future. (Hodson, 294) This definition connects
the problems above, and the need for a solution, to scientific literacy because the
more scientifically literate America becomes, the less prominent these problems
will be.
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Increasing scientific literacy will serve to ameliorate these problems
because a proper understanding of science will help people to assess the vast
amount of technical information that bombards us everyday. In addition, Hodson
points out that:
More and more jobs demand advanced skills, requiring that people be able
to learn, reason, think creatively, make decisions, and solve problems.
An understanding of science and the process of science contributes in an
essential way to these skills (United State, National Research Council,
1996, p. 2). Moreover, those who are scientifically literate are better able
to cope with the demands of everyday life in an increasingly technology
dominated society, better positioned to evaluate and respond appropriately
to the supposed “scientific evidence” used by advertising agencies and
politicians, and better equipped to make important decisions that affect
their health, security, and economic well-being. (Hodson, 296)
The increase in scientific literacy will equip the average citizen with the capabilities
to assimilate accurate information rather than the kind of unscientific jargon that
was listed earlier. Hamm and Adams point out in Literacy in Science, Technology,
and the Language Arts that, “Solid thinking and science process skills can help us
tell reality from fantasy and science from superstition” (pg. 17). Hodson reveals
that, “Greater familiarity with the nature and findings of science will also help the
individual to resist pseudo-scientific information. An uninformed public is very
vulnerable to misleading ideas on, for example, diet or alternative medicine (Royal
Society, 1985, p. 10)” (p. 296). Finally, the understanding of science and logic
negatively correlates with the acceptance of pseudoscientific claims.5
The health and safety of Americans is also at risk from scientific ignorance.
An increase in scientific literacy would help to save lives and protect citizens from
harm. Scientific literacy is necessary for our health and welfare; citizens become
ill and die from this lack of understanding.6
There is no doubt that in many aspects of modern life we are dependent
on “experts”. Critical scientific literacy and the intellectual independence
it bestows enable us to decide which experts we can trust and rely on. We
are increasingly dependent on scientists and the inquiries they conduct
to tell us about the safety hazards associated with various products and
procedures; the toxic effects of pesticides, pharmaceuticals and other
materials we encounter in everyday life; the threats to our health posed by
the proximity of toxic waste dumps, nuclear power plants, and overhead
power lines; and the large scale compromising of environmental health
through loss of biodiversity and increasing desertification, pollution, and
global warming (Hodson, 296).
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With an understanding of the need for scientific literacy, there needs to
be some process for implementing it into the education system. Some suggestions
for aspects of scientific literacy have been mentioned already,7 but the need for a
class specifically tailored for teaching scientific literacy is clearly needed. Hodson
describes what such a course should entail. With a program such as this in place,
many of the attacks on science and technology would be frustrated because it
would be harder to stand behind empty rhetoric.
At the very least, such a course should include the relationship between
observation and theory; the role and status of scientific explanations
(including the process of theory building and modeling); the nature of
scientific inquiry (including experiments, correlational studies, blind and
double blind trials, etc.); the history and development of major ideas in
science; the sociocultural embeddedness of science and the interactions
among science, technology, society, and environment; the ways in which
scientific knowledge is validated through criticism, argument, and peer
review; moral-ethical issues surrounding science and technology; bias,
fraud, and vested interest and the misuse of science for sociopolitical ends;
and the relationship between western science and indigenous knowledge
(Hodson, 302).
Having shown the need and efficacy of a concerted effort to increase
scientific literacy in this country, an assessment of the possible roadblocks to
this solution should be examined. These problems are the misperceptions and
misrepresentations of science and scientists, the resistance to involvement in
education from outside sources, and the idea that science is simply another “way
of knowing”.
The problems surrounding misconceptions and misrepresentations of
science and scientists are deeply rooted in our American psyches. We view
scientists as nerdy, unattractive, and awkward. Much of this misperception falls on
popular culture to correct. The National Science Foundation did several studies and
found that, “… the entertainment industry often portrays certain professions such
as medicine, law, and journalism as exciting and glamorous, whereas scientists
and engineers are almost always portrayed as unattractive, reclusive, socially inept
white men or foreigners working in dull, unglamorous careers.” (section 3) This
is a problem because children are susceptible to this unfavorable representation.
The study also points out that, “If they harbor negative stereotypes of scientists
and engineers as nerdy and weird-looking, then they could reject science and
engineering as potential careers” (section 3).
In addition to misrepresentation, the misperception that science is too
difficult or that only geniuses can use science is something that needs to be
overturned. People are practicing science constantly, they just do not know they
are doing it. “Science is more than a body of knowledge, it is a way of thinking.
Every time we exercise self-criticism and test our ideas against the outside world,
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we are doing science” (Adams and Hamm, p. 91). This idea is an extremely
potent one because it helps us to realize that the way we disseminate information
in our everyday lives is almost always scientific. We are all scientists inside, but
sometimes we let down our guard and allow unscientific ideas and processes to
contaminate an otherwise valid system for substantiation.
Another possible problem is that of resistance from outside sources.
Attacks on science from religious extremists, politicians, corporations, etc. try
to undermine science and corrupt the reliability of and public confidence in the
scientific process. These outside influences need to be put in their place through
removal of their ignorance in some cases, and in others where the perpetrators are
being dishonest they simply need to be shut down.
Finally, the notion that different systems of assimilating knowledge are
equal but merely different needs to have its ignorance and hypocrisy revealed.
Ronald Case addresses this issue, “Additionally, once they go to college, they
will be more likely to accept fashionable claims of radical postmodern critics who
proclaim science to be a mere “way of knowing” not inherently superior to other
such ways, such as shamanism or intuition” (Case, 64). This “radical claim” is a
perfect example of scientific illiteracy in practice. These proponents misunderstand
what makes science different from other practices and do not understand the selfcorrecting nature of science. These other “ways of knowing” are susceptible to all
kinds of dishonesty, corruption, and superstition.
Science, however, weeds out the inaccurate and biased information.8
The following quotes reveal what most anti-science groups and persons fail to
understand:
Science education provides ideal opportunities to engage in a wide range
of careful investigations and problem-solving activities, where mistakes
and wishful thinking are readily exposed. Science education can value
creativity but not accept personal theories as an endpoint. The ability
to adjudicate between knowledge claims in ways independent of human
desires is a special feature of science that has allowed it to build up a
public body of reliable knowledge. Science education should convey these
aspects of science. (Hodson, 300)
This attempt to align science as simply another “way of knowing” is an
embarrassment to any field of study. In reaching these conclusions one has to
employ the scientific tools of elimination and deduction, and indeed privilege
them over other tools.
America is in a sad state as a direct consequence of its paucity of scientific
literacy. The way to correct this grievous error is simply to teach scientific literacy,
critical thinking, and skepticism in the classroom and to help change the public
ignorance through proper education. Certain hurdles can be predicted and dealt
with appropriately. Finally, as Adams and Hamm point out, “Achieving anything
like excellence in the multidimensions of scientific literacy requires and deserves
the combined and sustained support of all Americans.” (p 67)
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My Problem with Hegel’s Problem with Slavery
Aaron Elliott
In the Phenomenology of the Spirit, Hegel provides an analysis of the
relationship between slaves and their masters1 and shows it to be intrinsically
dishonest about its own nature. The slaves become independent and free and the
masters become dependent and bound. To Hegel, this contradiction, this nonrecognition of reality, is what demonstrates that the Master-Slave relationship is an
improper relationship. After further clarifying Hegel’s dialectic, I will provide an
analysis of a different form of the Master-Slave relationship which will show that
the contradiction Hegel attends to is not why slavery is an improper relationship.
In the beginning of his analysis, Hegel considers the event of two selfconsciousnesses initially interacting (§§ 179- 182). When first confronted by
another self-consciousness you see yourself in the self-conscious being that is the
other, i.e. you see another independent self-consciousness. In seeing yourself in
the other, you no longer exist in and for yourself because you now see yourself in
another being. Also, since you see only yourself in the other (that is, you view the
other only as a reflection of yourself) you reject the other as an essential being, one
that exists for itself. To exist in and for yourself again, you must reject your own
otherness and return into your own being. This process is not one sided, as I have
presented it, but applies equally to the other as it does to you.
The nature of self-consciousness is “being-for-self, self equal through the
exclusion from itself of everything else. For it, its essence and absolute object is
‘I’…. The ‘other’ is an unessential, negatively characterized object” (§ 186). A
conflict arises when the ‘I’ encounters a ‘not-I’ that considers itself to be ‘I.’ In
order to maintain their conceptions of themselves, they must engage in a battle
to the death “for they must raise their certainty of being for themselves to truth,
both in the case of the other and in their own case” (§ 187). Freedom is obtained
by putting one’s life at stake to prove to oneself that one is a being-for-self.
Domination of one self-consciousness over the other is the death of the second,
which fails to provide recognition of independent self-consciousness that is the
survivor (which Hegel holds central to being self-conscious {§ 178}). Domination
by death, thereby, does not resolve the conflict between you and the other, but
simply terminates it.
If the other submits to you instead of resisting to the death, you have proven
yourself to be the independent self-consciousness and the other becomes dependent
to you. In this new relationship, you treat the other as if it were a dependently
existing object and the other must agree to this. Through this agreement you
receive the recognition of your independent self-consciousness that was lacking
in the Battle to the Death. Thus, you have proven that you are the independently
existent subject and that the other is nothing more than a dependently existing
object. You become the master and the other becomes the slave.
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However, this account of the relationship is inadequate both on the side of
the master and on the side of the slave. The master is said to be the dominant and
independent consciousness, but Hegel shows it to be the opposite. As the master,
you depend on the other for material satisfaction, as well as for the recognition of
your independent self-consciousness. However, in making the other, the slave, an
unessential consciousness, you cannot, in fact, receive the recognition which you
require (§ 192), as the other is no longer able to provide it because this recognition
must be supplied by an independent self-consciousness. So, the master must treat
the slave both as an object, by rejecting the other’s self-consciousness, and as an
independent self-consciousness, by requiring that the other recognize that you are
an independent self-consciousness.
The other, as slave, experiences its own similar contradiction. In the
Battle to the Death the other experiences fear in “every fibre of its being” (§ 194).
In this moment of fear (after which the other submits to you) the other becomes
pure being-for-itself through the absolute negativity (i.e. responding to you as an
object) of holding you as the object of its fear. The other is not, at this point, aware
that it is a being-for-itself but it does become aware of this through work. In doing
work, the slave transforms objects and this transformation is an act of destruction
(as the object no longer exists as it did). The destruction is a negative relation to
the object, as it is in reaction to the object. Through this relation the slave, the
other, becomes aware of the independence of the object and the permanence of
the transformation. Through this the slave has become a “negative force in the
permanent order of things, and thereby for himself, someone existing on his own
account” (§ 196). So, as the master was shown to be a dependent and unessential
consciousness, the slave was shown to be independent and essential.
Hegel has shown the way in which the implicit reality of the relationship
between the master and the slave contrasts with the explicit understanding of
that relationship. It is this contradiction that Hegel believes illustrates why the
Master-Slave relationship is an improper kind of relationship. The contradiction
penetrates to the very essence of both the master and slave, and forces each of them
to hold two opposing roles at the very core of their being. Because the Battle to the
Death and the Master-Slave dialectic are insufficient to meet the needs of any selfconsciousness, we then ought to mutually recognize all other self-consciousnesses
as being equally independent and essential as we are.
Regardless of pointing out the contradictions between the explicit and
implicit contents of a master-slave relationship, Hegel’s argument allows for a
different sort of slavery, for it seems that Hegel’s contradictions do not occur in
every type of slavery. I will demonstrate this by examining a theoretical model
of enslaving people who are less mentally developed. In Hegel’s dialectic,
he examines two self-consciousnesses who are equal, although perhaps not
physically. The outcome is strikingly different if we instead examine the same type
of relationship, but instead of being between two equals, one self-consciousness is
not as developed as the other is.

First, however, I must explore another type of Master-Slave relationship,
in order to draw comparisons from it. The dominations of animals, either as pets,
beasts of burden, or to put them to use in some other way, such as having dogs
heard sheep, is not challenged in Hegel’s Master-Slave dialectic. This means that
there must be some difference between these ‘enslaved’ animals and enslaved
humans. It seems, from the nature of Hegel’s dialectic, that self-consciousness
is the key difference. However, it is not right to say that animals are objects and
have no self-consciousness. Animals have responses to the outside world, seem
to have basic emotions and also appear to be agents, insofar as they can influence
the world. So, it would only be correct to say that these animals must have a lower
degree of self-consciousness2.
What are we to infer from this? It appears that a higher level of selfconsciousness is crucial to the relationship in Hegel’s dialectic. From this, it
would not be unfair to say that the higher level of self-consciousness confers upon
its holder an independent worth. I call this worth independent despite the fact
that it is dependent on self-consciousness, which is, in turn, dependent on other
self-consciousnesses for its existence (through recognition as discussed before).
But that is not the kind of independence I intend here. Instead I mean a worth that
someone has by virtue of her nature as opposed to worth that other people impose
on her by virtue of what she can do or provide for them.
Returning to the new type of Master-Slave relationship, as proposed
before: the master of this relationship (as a developed self-consciousness) both
has and is aware of an independent worth. That is, the worth of the master does
not depend on anything other than its being self-conscious (which is recognized
by other independent self-consciousnesses). The slave is an underdeveloped selfconsciousness; it does not have the full human capacity for reason, and therefore
is not developed sufficiently to have independent worth. All of the worth that the
slave has is based on what good it can provide to the master.
The slave in this relationship would be little more than a useful tool. In
fact, it is merely a tool with a slight capacity for reason. There is a range of the
capacity for reason required for the slave to be a useful tool. The slave cannot be
developed enough to have an independent self worth. Ideally, the slave would also
be able to recognize the nature of its situation. The nature of its situation is that
of inequality, both of capacity and worth, with its master. While it would ideally
recognize itself as only having worth through its usefulness to the master, we do
not require this of pack-mules so it is not necessary3. If the slave is not minimally
developed (more or less completely undeveloped), then it is on the same level
as an animal (or even a lower level). Perhaps it could still be used as such, but
since there already exist animals that are selected and bred to be useful for many
specific tasks, it would not be efficient to use the less-than-minimally-developed
slave for these purposes. The kind work for which human slaves are most suited
either requires a minimum of rationality to complete or involves tasks which have
not been efficiently automated; otherwise machines would be entirely sufficient.
Furthermore, an undeveloped self-consciousness would not be able to support
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itself, as it lacks the basic functions necessary to acquire food and shelter. As
this self-consciousness does not have independent worth, and neither does it have
dependent worth, it is to be considered worthless. Being worthless, as discussed
above, there would be no point in supporting an undeveloped self-consciousness,
and it would be arguably better to put them out of their misery before they suffer a
painful death from dehydration, starvation or exposure.
Since the slave is an underdeveloped self-consciousness, it is unable to
provide the master with the affirming recognition which Hegel deems necessary.
The master must receive this recognition from other fully developed and
independently worthy self-consciousnesses. In order for the relationship to be
complete, however, the master must also be aware of the particular relationship it
has with the slave. The master must know that the slave is independently existing,
but not independently worthy. By being aware of this relationship, the master
knows that it is in its rights to punish the slave if it were to shirk its duty, by being
distracted or forgetting about the task at hand, which both seem plausible due to
the underdeveloped nature of its rationality. But the master must not inhumanely
punish the slave (just as we think animals should not be inhumanely treated) and
not so severely as to damage its dependent worth to the master. Also, by being
aware of the relationship, the master would know that it is able to destroy the slave
when it is no longer useful.
The barbaric line of reasoning I was able to put forth demonstrates that,
while Hegel’s analysis of slavery between equals shows a disjunction with reality,
it does not proved a reason that this kind of relationship is wrong. Providing a
metaphysical argument, instead of an ethical one, against slavery opens the door
for enslaving the mentally handicapped. Furthermore, without an account for why
this form of slavery is wrong we also have no basis for condemning a system of
intentionally inhibiting the fetal development, as is done in Huxley’s Brave New
World. This shows that the problem with slavery is not that its relationships have
contradictions between the explicit and implicit levels, but that there must be some
deeper moral reason that slavery is wrong.

Finding Our Place in the Universe:
Galileo’s Scientific Method
Andrea Holmen

Endnotes
1
This relationship is generally understood to apply to all relationships of dominance but is only
framed in the language of Master and Slave but this essay will focus on a more literal interpretation.
2
While animals cannot be considered to be objects they must be considered to be beings-inthemselves (like objects) but not beings-for-themselves, otherwise they would fall into the MasterSlave dialectic as described by Hegel. There must be a distinction between self-consciousness
and being-for-self that Hegel does not make. There must be a third category between objects and
self-consciousness as Hegel describes it. I suppose we could simply refer to this category as having
awareness instead of being ‘undeveloped self consciousness’ (as I do in this paper), but the point
is there is a third category in to which animals, and presumably some humans, fall where there is
awareness but not being-for-self.
3
Perhaps this is actually impossible. If the slave could recognize its situation, it is possible that the
slave is too developed to hold the role of the slave. The line of distinction is not obviously clear and
would require intensive psychological research to discover.

With 2009 as the International Year of Astronomy, Galileo’s claim to the
first use of the telescope four hundred years ago will hopefully be in people’s
thoughts whenever a glance is stolen toward the heavens on a clear night. This fame
of Galileo’s as a brilliant entrepreneur should also bring to mind one of his more
important contributions to science – the establishment of a method to interrogate
the secrets out of nature. Galileo broke away from the past with his new method
and helped scientists get started down a new road. In his Dialogue Concerning the
Two Chief World Systems Galileo not only tries to draw conclusions about what
we can say about our place in the universe, but also presents a method for how we
ought to go about finding this place.
Although a novel idea now, one of Galileo’s main objectives in his
Dialogue is to get scientists to think for themselves. He believes that the path
to learning about nature is not achieved by keeping your nose buried in a text,
but rather by observing the world. Whenever discussing a scientific matter he
advocates that the “discourses must relate to the sensible world and not to one
on paper” (Galileo, p 131). This was oddly seen as a revolutionary concept since
natural philosophy at that time was mostly done by analyzing philosopher’s texts,
specifically Aristotle’s, in order to know about the world. Philosophers believed
that Aristotle had already discovered all the truths about nature and knowing these
facts was merely a matter of reading his books. It took Galileo to realize that
there is something even better, the book of nature, which people ought to examine
on their own if they wish to know about the world. Also related to this idea of
thinking for yourself is Galileo’s idea that if a person just uses common sense
and reflects on what he has already observed or heard, then he will realize that he
already knows some of the answers. The texts and ideas of the past scholars that
philosophers were using as a crutch in place of thinking for themselves is not the
proper way to go about doing science, Galileo thinks. If one takes the time to be
self-reflective and observe nature, then conclusions about the natural world can be
easily discovered by oneself.
Throughout his Dialogue Galileo uses several arguments by analogy and
thought experiments in order to show what conclusions should follow if the earth
were either moving or stationary. In order to know how objects should behave if
the earth were indeed mobile Galileo compares them to objects on a moving ship.
Events that happen while dropping an object from a ship’s mast, while bellow
deck with a fish bowl and butterflies, or simply while standing in the poop on a
uniformly moving ship ought to happen the same way in similar situations on a
uniformly moving earth, Galileo reasons. Galileo uses these thought experiments
to show that all the known terrestrial events can not tell us either way about
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which world system is the correct one, since the observed effects are the same in
each situation. Furthermore, some of the arguments by analogy he uses involve
comparing terrestrial things to celestial things, which displays Galileo’s idea of
unification between the two realms. Aristotle’s science is built on a divide between
these two realms – the earth and the heavens – but Galileo disregards that divide
and insists on a unification of the concepts as well as the method that is used in
each case. Unifying the ideas of the terrestrial and celestial realm, or physics and
astronomy respectively, and using thought experiments and arguments by analogy
helps Galileo show scientists how truths can be ascertained about nature.
Although Galileo examines the imperfect world around us through
actual experiments as well as astronomical observations, he also gets a lot of
his conclusions via exact geometrical reasoning and logical analysis. Galileo
is legendary for his use of mathematics in physics, and relies heavily upon
geometrical proofs and his belief that “trying to deal with physical problems
without geometry is attempting the impossible” (Galileo, p 236). Using geometry,
which deals with exact mathematical entities, to tell us about the inexact world of
perception allows Galileo to draw many deductively certain conclusions about the
way things are. The fact that some experiments might not produce the same strict
results as the mathematical reasoning says it should does not bother Galileo, as he
is able to look past the imperfections in experimental technique. Seeing the utility
of mathematical, and specifically geometrical, reasoning in science allows Galileo
to easily infer conclusions about physical events.
This use of geometry is complemented by logical analysis that also requires
exact statements and concepts. Galileo uses the power of hypothetico-deductive
statements for his benefit in proving statements true as well as to show where his
opponent’s reasoning is wrong. This logic is prevalent throughout his Dialogue,
but there are some places, such as in his arguments regarding sun spots, where
Galileo commits the fallacy of affirming the consequent. Galileo recognizes when
his arguments are fallacious, but since his method of knowing about the mobility
of the earth is based upon a preponderance of evidence, rather than the certainty
of one logical argument, he feels that this logical error is forgivable. In the fourth
and final day though, when presenting his argument about the ebb and flow of the
tides, Galileo uses a modus ponens argument to say that the motion of the earth
is a necessary and sufficient cause for explaining the tides. But at the end of his
Dialogue, even after this proof, Galileo continues to assert that he has not proven
anything with certainty regarding the debate about the two chief world systems.
This could be a cautionary move on his part in case his theory of the tides turns
out to be wrong. He still has several other forms of evidence to rely on in his
assertion of the earth’s mobility. Thus, if the deductive argument about the tides
turns out to be unsound, then his defense could still hold since it would not be
resting on just one logically certain argument. Galileo’s method relies on several
forms of evidence, and by basing his conclusions on observational, experimental,
geometrical, and logical support he feels justified in his conclusions even if he may
use some invalid arguments.

Whenever searching for an explanation Galileo relies on the common
assumption endorsed by all philosophers which is that nature always chooses the
simplest way. This foundational assumption, although not new to science during
Galileo’s time, is an idea that Galileo constantly invokes in trying to show why his
explanation makes more sense. He, like all others, thinks that “Nature does not
multiply things unnecessarily; that she makes use of the easiest and simplest means
for producing her effects; that she does nothing in vain, and the like” (Galileo, p
460). Using this metaphysical assumption about nature, Galileo believes that he
will be able to arrive at the correct explanation of effects.
The center piece of Galileo’s scientific method is the use of reason in
knowing about the natural world. Reason is the guiding impetus throughout his
method. Everything needs to be carefully thought through before jumping to hasty
conclusions and so reason must be the guide. Even though Galileo is interested
in the world around us and events that happen in the sensible world he sometimes
advocates that it is “better to put aside the appearance, on which we all agree,
and to use the power of reason either to confirm its reality or to reveal its fallacy”
(Galileo, p 297). Our senses can be fallible, which Galileo himself points out
when discussing astronomical observations, but reason can never fail. A scientist
should not come to quick conclusions about the cause of observable events, but
ought to slow down and take the time to think about what is actually happening
before declaring a conclusion. Things are not always as they appear, but Galileo
recognizes that with the use of reason we can get to the truth and fact of the matter
about what is going on.
Guided by his confidence in a scientist’s ability to know about nature,
Galileo helped create a new method for science. Over four hundred years ago he
set out by himself in developing this method. With his eyes set on unification and
simplicity he placed reason in the driver’s seat and established the available means
– observations, arguments by analogy, thought and actual experiments, geometrical
reasoning, and logical analysis – to be used in order to reach the desired end of
understanding nature. Galileo had the courage to take the road less traveled by,
and that has made all the difference for scientists in their abiding journey to find
our place in the universe.
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This essay has been awarded the Prize for
Outstanding Historical Synthesis

Finding Your Inner Deleuze

iii.

Jessie Rehms
I. The Genesis of Spheres
i.
Spheres were born out of wine bottles and sticky Argentine couches, in
between commercial segments and sips of Yerba Maté. A bitter Maté. Or maybe
they were formed by small dust clouds following footsteps on a trail to the top of
Tucson’s Wasson Peak, which isn’t exactly a plateau, or a thousand of them.
“Fish have their own spheres,” explained A-rad between heavy gulps for
air, “they can’t enter our land sphere. But marine mammals, there’s the key. Made
both for land and water.”
He stressed the “and” with such conviction I couldn’t help but turn around
on my tippy toes to kiss him on the forehead.
“I get it, I do, but where do humans fall into this sphere thing of yours.”
My words came out in spurts, my asthma acting up as we neared what appeared to
be another false summit.
“It’s not a thing. It’s a theory. The sphere theory. You never take me
seriously. Anyways, it’s pretty obvious that humans have spheres. But they can
also transcend them. Think about astronauts. They can be in space.”
Astronauts floating in the dark abyss. Astronauts attached to their rockets
through a life-line, an umbilical cord.
“But if you cut their umbilical cord they die,” I responded, deep inside my
own space helmet.
“Um-bil-i-cal cord,” he sounded out each syllable, his eyes searching my
face for some sign of sanity.
ii.
We nicknamed our sphere two things: the literate sphere and the Fahrenheit
sphere. We weren’t sure if polar bears fit into either of those, but it was apparent
that their sphere was slowly disappearing due to the rising temperature that we
measured in the latter.
“It’s just gonna keep swimming, not find land and then die. And the
people filming aren’t gonna help. I can’t watch anymore,” my voice whimpers. I
turn my head from the television situated on a rolling cart built for easy mobility
through the open air corridor of T-dawg’s apartment in Buenos Aires. Global
warming is demonstrating its awesome power and I lift up the necklace hanging
about my neck, letting air flow in as if I had taken off a sweater. T-dawg sits across
the room, facing the wall and fruitlessly trying the fix the wireless internet. He
hits the modem with his fist, looks up at the ceiling and breathes in, accepting that
it really is broken.
“Fahrenheit is what separates us from the barbarians.” The television
is flashing a weather program that reports a current temperature of 35 degrees
centigrade. T-dawg is obviously frustrated by all things metric.
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“They took our name.”
It’s 3 am and T-dawg has undoubtedly just drunk dialed me from Michigan,
or what we commonly refer to as the “snow-sphere”.
“T, what the F are you talking about?” I am still asleep and my mouth and
eyes are functioning at 50 percent aperture.
“I wikied it. Some Danish dude with a wacky crossed out “o” in his name
uses the title ‘Three Spheres of Existence’ for some theory.”
Picking a title to our work had been crucial. We had mulled over the clever,
the heady and the simple. “Spheres of Existence” had felt right, it didn’t give
away too much information and wasn’t a paragraph, although we had considered
“Spheres of Existence: How Spheres Play into Our Social and Political Lives and
How Our Spheres React in Different Historical Realities.” But as important as the
title had been, we had picked a back up just in case.
“Well, I guess we’ll have to go with ‘2008: One or Several Spheres?’”
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An Imagined Dialogue with Daniel Dennett
Chris Murtaugh
Daniel Dennett: What is important about the difference between [a] gust of wind and
gravity is not the steadiness of the latter and suddenness of the former, but the (relative)
unexpectability of the former (Dennett 54).
Chris Murtaugh: So, you are saying our ability to control our actions in an environment
lies not in the nature of the object or phenomenon itself, for by nature gravity is a constant
and wind gusts are variable, but rather in our assimilation to those natural forces. By this
assimilation we can then expect what will happen as a result of these natural forces and
act accordingly.
DD: That is correct. For example, “Sailors use their foreknowledge of gusts, which can
be readily seen approaching on the water, to help control the direction and speed of their
boat” (Dennett 54).
CM: I have a problem with your statement that our ability to expect something doesn’t
rely on the steadiness of phenomena. I agree with you that some phenomena are steadier
by nature than others, and thus we will have an easier time coming to expect the behavior
of those phenomena. But, I am digressing on this point: our ability to expect lies in the
very nature of a phenomena’s steadiness. We can expect a ball to fall from the table
because gravity is a very steady force.
DD: All I set out to say at the beginning was that our ability to adapt to circumstances lies
in the nature of the object’s expectability.

rewritten as follows: A human’s ability to expect something to happen lies in the relative
stability of the object or phenomena that the expectation is derived from.
CM: Correct. Consider this: Imagine you are walking down the street with a carton of
eggs. These eggs are all you have to eat for the next three days. Suddenly, the ground
shakes and this causes you to drop your beloved eggs. In the next three long, hungry
days you have time to reflect. You notice that the ground shakes at the same time the next
day, only ten minutes later. Then, the day after you notice that the ground shakes twenty
minutes after the time it did on the previous day. To clarify, on the first day the ground
shakes at three o’clock sharp. The next day it shakes at 3:10. The next day it shakes at 3:
30. By the third day you are pretty confident that you can expect the ground to shake at
four o’clock sharp - considering your ability to recognize the stability within the pattern
of ground shaking. By the fourth day you make sure to be in your house before 4:40, and
sure enough, after the eggs are safely nestled in your fridge, the ground shakes at 4:40.
In conclusion, this seemingly unstable pattern of shake has a pattern in the eye of a keen
observer.
DD: Ok, lets believe my opening statement was wrong, so what?
CM: So what! The implications of your statement can lead someone to believe that their
ability to expect doesn’t lie in the stability of phenomena, when it is this stability that they
should look for in order to formulate future expectations. Where else would one look but
patterns as a means for expectation?
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CM: And all I want to say is that the expectability of an object comes from the objects
stability or stability in instability. What I mean by stability in instability can be illustrated
with this example: You used the example of a sailor adapting to the seemingly unsteady
nature of wind by watching its effects on the water. Although the patterns and movements
of wind are unexpected, there are stable (steady) characteristics we can attribute to wind.
For one thing, we know that wind has the steady characteristic of having the ability
to blow water in certain directions depending on the direction of the wind. We also
know that water has the steady characteristic of yielding and moving with the wind.
Without these steady characteristics within the seemingly unsteady notion of wind, the
sailor cannot come to expect certain behaviors from the wind. So I ask you, how can
expectability be derived from unstable phenomena? If the wind didn’t always move the
water in a particular fashion that a sailor’s eye is keen to see, how could he ever expect
anything to happen to his ship because of the wind before the wind blows?
DD: Let me see if I understand what you are claiming. You are saying that my notion
of expectability must be embedded in stability. Considering this, my statement could be
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On the Current Electoral System and the
Need for Change

In this essay, I shall enumerate several problems within the United States
electoral process. Following that, I shall propose a new electoral system that will
account for many of the inadequacies present in the current system, and allow
for a more effective selection of representatives. For the purpose of this essay the
United States presidential elections will be used as an example of the American
political system.
First and foremost, there are problems concerning the way Americans vote
(i.e., who or what party they vote for). One of the primary problems is that over
sixty percent of Americans consider themselves either Democratic or Republican,
and that “independents normally have partisan leanings,” 1 When Election day
comes, Americans have two pragmatic candidates to support: either the Republican
or Democratic party. This alienates many potential voters. The two party system
is a self perpetuating system. The more the population only sees Democratic and
Republican candidates, the more they will feel the need to choose between the
two.
The current electoral process is also inaccessible to many. For some, it
is too heavily weighed down by layers of bureaucracy to be seen as practical, or
understood, that is the “...modern campaign techniques are a turn-off for some
citizens who otherwise have an interest in public affairs.... electoral College
strategies serve to depress turnout and other forms of involvement (for example,
election-related conversation in non-battleground states).”2 Another problem is the
amount of funding that is funneled into political campaigns. Michael E. Toner, the
Chairman of the Federal Election Commission, predicted that each campaigner
would need a minimum of one hundred million dollars as an “entry fee” to the
election at the end of 2007.3
The final objection concerns the electoral college. The problem is that the
popular vote has been circumvented for the sake of the electoral college vote. It
is worth noting that the United States is a republic, not a democracy. However,
our republic has democratic leanings that should be furthered. In 1876 Rutherford
B. Hayes beat out Samuel Tilden for electoral college votes. However, Samuel
Tilden won the popular vote by 200,000 votes. This happened again in 1888. In
2000, President Bush lost the popular vote but won the electoral college vote. This
process clearly subverts whatever democratic elements exist within our system and
may very well discourage voters from participating, as stated above in the quote by
Thomas E. Patterson.
I shall now elaborate upon the details of my proposed electoral system,
and show it to be superior to the process in place, and account for all of the
aforementioned objections.

For the electoral system proposed, each candidate will need to meet two
basic criterion, these are, 1) being qualified (which is not the issue at hand, and
may be addressed later) and 2) having the desire to run for office. A comprehensive
survey will be administered to all candidates, allowing for an in depth detail of
their voting history, should they have been an elected representative in the past,
their positions on every issue one may think of, including, but not limited to
how strongly they feel about each particular subject. Next, the surveys will be
compiled into a database system, and then software will be developed in order to
search and cross-reference all of the candidates and their positions. This will bear
a resemblance to the “spider software” used by search engines, such as Google.
In addition, voters will fill out surveys to determine their own political
leanings. The advantage of the voters doing so is that it will force people to
know the issues and their stances on the issues. Once the information regarding
candidates, their positions, qualifications and convictions is entered into the
database, a GUI (graphical user interface) will be designed to allow voters to
log into an online site. The voters will be able to fill in their positions on the
issues, and how strongly they feel about the issues. Once this is accomplished, the
database software can then cross-reference the data input by the voter with the data
compiled in the database from the candidate surveys. This will present the voter
with the candidates that most closely resemble their position. In doing this, the
voters will be presented with a full list of candidates, with the closest match at the
top of the list. The voters will be able to cast their ballot in favor of that politician
that most closely resembles their own ideals. This system will also allow the voters
to see (at a quick glance) whose views most closely correspond with theirs. This
will allow the citizens of the United States to elect the representative that most
closely resembles their opinions, instead of choosing side R from side D.
To address the aforementioned objections in order of their presentation,
I shall start with the two party system under which the United States seems to
function. To begin, I propose that my system will eliminate the need for a two party
system, thusly eliminating the bi-partisan voting scheme the citizens of the United
States have become accustomed to.
People will, ideally, vote for the candidate who represents them most
closely. This should eliminate the bi-partisan “lesser of two evils” approach so
many have taken up in recent years. The second objection, which will be answered
here, deals with the degradation of American politics. Which seems, in the throes
of an election, to become nothing but an incessant onslaught of ad hominems.
The system proposed here will eliminate this because it will eliminate political
campaigns. If there is a database consisting of all qualified and willing candidates,
and they know that they will be voted for based upon their credentials, positions
and histories, there is no need to launch a “mudsling” campaign. Though, prima
facie, it may seem that this would still be an effective measure (e.g., associating
candidate X with controversial issue A), it is important to note that the search
criterion will be by issue; not by name. This, in hopes, will help the people to
overlook mudslinging campaigns. I believe that the American people will vote
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that politician who represents them best: regardless of what is said of them.
The problem of corporations, including everything from lobbyists to the
media controlled coverage of politicians, will be eliminated. Again I reiterate,
this system will judge candidates by their worth to the system; not by how much
air time they receive. In an ideal sense, this system will eliminate favoritism to
candidates who have more money, which, as of now, works in their favor: those
with more money have the ability buy more airtime, etc. In which case, hopefully,
we will find that the impetus for corporations spending money on candidates
will be lost, effectively resulting in their loss of interest in attempting to “buy”
candidates.
Under the system which Americans now function, it has been said that our
current electoral process is confusing to the average person who may understand
little of how our election process works from party primaries to caucuses to
general elections. The electoral system proposed here can potentially eliminate
the convoluted way in which elections are done. It simplifies the process to the
rather simple idea of “find the person that best represents you and vote for them.”
This is true representation. A system so simple that even those who lack a proper
education may still determine what they stand for, and thusly have themselves
represented.
The last objection to the electoral system in place that I will raise and
answer, given the proposed electoral system is the case of monetary funding.
Above, it was mentioned that Toner predicted that by the end of 2007 each candidate
would need at minimum one hundred million dollars (that is each candidate; not
just the major candidates) to be considered a viable presidential candidate. Time
has shown that this is not the case. As of March, 2008, the three major presidential
candidates were Hilary Clinton, Barack Obama and John McCain. Each raised
twenty million, forty million and twelve million, respectively.4 While this does not
amount to what Toner predicted, it is still a tremendous amount of money. This
electoral system will take away the need for media treatment, which research has
shown does, in fact, influence who people vote for and what issues are stressed.5
The implementation of the proposed electoral system reduces the media’s influence
on the people. The general voter may use the system I propose to show their stance
on the issues they care about (as a wise teacher once told me: people only vote for
what they care about), regardless of race, age, sex gender or sexual preference of
the candidate. Another benefit of this system is that, while looking at the cost of
media coverage, it is easy to think of ways that those millions of dollars may be put
to much better use.
In short, the proposed electoral system allows for a more direct form of
representation, removing parties altogether and allowing the issues and politicians
to speak for themselves. It removes the problems concerning the electoral system
under which we function, as have been enumerated in this paper. It will allow
for people to quickly and easily access true and relevant information about their
politicians, and allow them to cast their vote for those candidates whose political
views most closely align with theirs.

The Most Readily Stated Objection to This System
Through discussing this system with colleagues and friends, the main
problem that they suggested was that people desire a “figurehead.” They want a
charming, good looking and photogenic leader. I say, give it to them. Allow for
a figurehead to be elected; one who does not necessarily hold the power of the
office of President or the like, but rather one who will go to the foreign countries
to shake hands and kiss babies (as he or she will look so nice doing it). Think of
this figurehead, to be elected by popular vote, as well, like a royal family. Political
power is nonexistent, though, perhaps, influence exists. Popularity is high and, this
will allow the United States to have the most appealing representation in office as
well as a national diplomat who, essentially, will do what the representatives in
office tell him or her to do.
It has been shown that the advantages of the proposed electoral system
greatly outweigh the current system in place. Thus, as Americans, democrats
or republicans, we should work together, as a whole, to rid ourselves of the
corruption that is so predominant in todays political system, and in doing so, seek
to implement the proposed electoral system to allow direct representation to the
people.
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No Passion for the Difference: Misunderstandings
and Underappreciations of Stephan Körner’s
Distincition Between Inexact and Exact Concepts
Matt Fahy
In her 1990 book, Realism in Mathematics, Penelope Maddy spends
several pages of her introductory chapter briefly surveying anti-realist philosophies
of mathematics, setting the stage for an explication of her own set-theoretic realist
philosophy. In this context, Stephan Körner’s approach to applied mathematics
is mentioned as a strategy which one anti-realist school of thought (if-thenism or
deductivism) utilizes in its attempt to describe the nature of mathematics.
[H]ow can the fact that one mathematical statement follows from
another be correctly used in our investigation of the physical world? The
general thrust of the if-thenist’s reply seems to be that the antecedent of
a mathematical if-then statement is treated as an idealization of some
physical statement. The scientist then draws as a conclusion the physical
statement that is the unidealization of the consequent. Notice that on this
picture, the physical statements must be entirely mathematics-free; the only
mathematics involved is that used in moving between them.
Noting the extreme prevalence of mathematical reasoning and terminology within
nearly all scientific theory, and quoting Hillary Putnam concerning the apparent
impossibility of stating a physical principle as fundamental as Newton’s law of
gravitation without some reference to mathematical objects, Maddy continues, “in
other words, the if-thenist account of applied mathematics requires that natural
science be wholly non-mathematical, but it seems unlikely that science can be
so purified.” (Maddy (1990), 25-26) (She footnotes this final statement with
reference to Hartry Field’s attempts at exactly such a nominalistic restatement of
physical science.)
Whether or not Körner’s philosophy can be considered an anti-realist
stance, the above quotes by Maddy, as well as the positions held by Putnam and
Field to which she refers, demonstrate a fundamental misunderstanding of what
Körner sets out to accomplish by his approach to applied mathematics.
In describing the nature of mathematics, Stephan Körner chooses to
emphasize a feature which is often secondary at best to other philosophers of
mathematics – application. Specifically, how is it that the pure, precise concepts
and methods of mathematics, which seem untainted by the approximation and
roughness of physical reality, nevertheless be used to describe and predict
aspects of physical reality? Körner argues that the structure of such an applied
mathematical inference can be distilled to the following simple scheme:
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This scheme involves several ingredients and requires a few distinct steps or
processes, and it is a common mistake of interpreters and critics of Körner to
emphasize ingredients and steps which he himself does not feel deserve primary
consideration. In critiquing statements of Putnam, Field, and Maddy, it will be
valuable to begin with a careful explanation of the meaning and roles of these
ingredients and processes.
The lowercase letters in the scheme above represent statements or
collections of statements and these statements differ in their nature – e’s are
empirical statements and b’s are exact statements. An empirical statement is
any report of a physical experience or state of affairs; in the case of science
these are generally measurements, readings from gauges, qualitative descriptions
of the color or smell of objects, etc. Exact statements are those which involve
predicates which, unlike the empirical predicates of the statements just mentioned,
do not admit of borderline cases. A predicate admits of borderline cases when
its application to a subject could result in a true statement in some cases, but in
a false statement in others. “Is 33 centimeters long,” for example, is a predicate
which in some cases could be applied to a metal rod (which, suppose, is in fact
33.01456712321 centimeters long1) and be true, but applied to the same rod in
other cases and be false – consider a rod to be used as a coat hanger in one case and
as a piece in a complex machine in another, where the precision required by the
second scenario would demand a stricter standard of application of the predicate.
So e’s are statements which can admit of borderline cases but b’s are statements
which cannot.
Another ingredient in the above scheme is a collection of assumptions,
processes, and methods summarized by the symbol
. The L and M represent
the bodies of logical and mathematical apparatuses, respectively, available to the
applier of mathematics in question. Examples of possibilities for L include classical
logic, intuitionistic logic, or fuzzy logic; possibilities for M include classical real
number theory, complex projective geometry, or algebraic topology. The turnstile,
, denotes any process of valid deduction, so that combined, indicates a valid
deduction performed utilizing the tools and procedures provided by the particular
L and M under consideration.
Another body of assumptions and methods present in the above scheme
is represented by the symbol T, which stands for the scientific theory which is
being utilized by the specific mathematical inference at hand. A standard (and
representative) example of such a theory is Newtonian mechanics, which by all
accounts, at least in the form in which it is commonly presented today, refers to and
utilizes mathematical concepts and procedures.
Combining a few of these, we can now make sense of the portion of the
above scheme between the semicolons, namely
. This states that the
exact statement(s) b2 can be validly derived, using the methods of the logical and
mathematical systems L and M, from the exact statement(s) b1 along with the
assumptions and relationships granted by the pertinent physical theory T.

The final ingredient in Korner’s inference is the , which plays the fundamental
role in the first and final steps. Based on what has already been said, it is clear
that this symbol establishes or indicates some relationship between empirical
statements and exact statements. While Korner could offer a bit more explanation
concerning this relationship, he does use consistent and enlightening language to
describe it as a sort of exchange between the one type of statement and the other:
b1 is an idealized version of e1; e1 is exactified to create b1; b1 results from treating
e1 as if it were exact. Several important features emerge from these descriptions:
a fundamental distinction between inexact and exact concepts must serve as the
starting point for an understanding of Körner’s inference; the exchange enacted
by the between these fundamentally distinct types of statements indicates a
presumption that logical and mathematical deductions, such as those symbolized
by , do not (and in fact cannot as Körner also argues) involve empirical, inexact
ingredients; the exchange enacted by the is a creative act of human cognition. It
is also important to note that the distinction and exchange between inexact and
exact concepts is not limited to mathematics: a non-mathematical predicate such as
green, for example, which admits of borderline cases, could in some circumstances
be treated as if it didn’t. This generality provides Körner’s distinction broader
philosophical significance.
Taken as a whole, then, the inference reads roughly as, “an empirical
statement e1 is treated as if it were the exact statement b1; the exact statement b2 is
validly derived, using the methods of L and M, from the exact statement b1 along
with the pertinent physical theory T; and the consequent of this deduction, b2, is
shown to correspond to (the inverse of treated as if) the empirical statement e2.”
With this understanding of the overall inference, it is important to note that between
the semicolons, exact concepts and methods are exclusively being employed – this
is, in a sense, business as usual for working mathematicians (with anemic or absent
T’s). That is, if Körner’s efforts had only resulted in a novel account of what
happens between the semicolons, he would have entirely failed at his stated goal of
giving an account of applied mathematics. But instead, the philosophical gravity
of his inference is the explicit exchange between inexact and exact concepts.
Turning now to a critique of Maddy, Putnam, and Field in light of
Körner’s structure of applied mathematical inference, consider first Putnam and
Field, who have at times served as de facto spokesmen for the warring extremes
of realism and nominalism, respectively, in the philosophy of mathematics. In
describing a process of measuring which would lay at the heart of a simple applied
mathematical inference, Putnam begins his formulation with reference to “spatial
points” (Putnam (1979), 340), proceeding to use the particular spatial points which
lay at the end of the standard meter in Paris as the primary ingredients of his
definition. Several of the predicates involved at this preliminary step, though, are
exact predicates – spatial point, at the end, etc. Thus, while Putnam sets out to
account for the nature of applied mathematical inference, by beginning with exact
concepts, he has, by Körner’s account, skipped over the most fundamental step,
and as a result is simply recounting features of standard manipulation of exact
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concepts, neglecting to describe how this manipulation corresponds to empirical
reality.
Interestingly, in spite of the apparently drastic differences in their
philosophies, Field and Putnam agree in their disregard for Körner’s explicit
exchange between inexact and exact concepts in applied mathematical inference.
Field gives a simple example of applied mathematical inference involving bugs
and aardvarks (Field (1980), 22) in which he makes the same first misstep as
Putnam. The initial premises of his argument include “on each aardvark there
are exactly three bugs.” While Field’s use of “exactly” isn’t precisely the same as
Körner’s, this statement nonetheless contains exact (in Körner’s sense) predicates
applied to the bugs – three and on aardvark. Field has, then, as Putnam had as
well, ignored completely empirical statements, obviating the necessity to account
for their exchange with exact statements, effectively bypassing what, to Körner, is
the most important aspect of the inference.
Reviewing the quotes above from Maddy, it seems as those her first quote
correctly captures the essence of Körner’s approach – mathematical statements
treated as idealizations of empirical statements, mathematical deductions used
exclusively in moving between mathematical statements, and a physical statement
drawn as the conclusion by unidealizing the mathematical conclusion. Even within
this first quote, though, Maddy misunderstands a definitive aspect of Körner’s
perspective. When she says that within the inference, “the physical statements
must be mathematics-free,” she has misunderstood the general distinction between
exact and inexact concepts and misconstrued it as a specific distinction between
mathematical and non-mathematical concepts. As has been noted, while a primary
application of Körner’s in/exact distinction is within mathematics, ignoring its
broader applicability to logic and other areas misunderstands its fundamental
nature.
In addition, Maddy indicates a further misunderstanding in the second
quote from above. Drawing momentum from an argument from Putnam,
Maddy summarizes Körner’s approach by claiming that his “account of applied
mathematics requires that natural science be wholly non-mathematical.” If we
can assume Maddy’s conception of natural science is conventional enough to
include not only observations but theories such as Newton’s mechanics (to which
Putnam refers in his momentum-building quote), she has clearly pinned the tail on
the wrong part of the donkey by asserting that Korner requires scientific theories
(which, being found between the semicolons, clearly make use of exact concepts),
not isolated empirical statements, to be wholly non-mathematical (which is a poor
way of saying inexact). Unfortunately, Maddy seems to be simply construing
Korner’s perspective in whichever way will allow her to draw the most startling
conclusion possible in an attempt to lend credibility to her own opposing view.
Even though Maddy’s invocation of Körner’s approach to applied
mathematics was in the context of a discussion of anti-realist or nominalist
philosophies of mathematics, Körner’s limited account of the process behind
the
leaves some ontological wiggle room within the structure of inference he

proceeds to outline. He frequently talks of postulation with regard to these types of
inferences, seeming to imply a version of nominalism in which the exact concepts
which aren’t with (or from) inexact concepts are merely notational place holders
for use in more efficient manipulation and deduction, eventually to be swapped
out again for inexact concepts. But the structure of the inference he outlines isn’t
tied to such a nominalist perspective. I don’t think it’s inconceivable that a realist
could adopt and utilize the structure of Körner’s inference and similarly emphasize
the distinction between exact and inexact concepts, all the while interpreting the
not as mere postulation, but instead as a sort of metaphysical midwife.
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Endnotes
1
this is potentially a very robust use of the verb “suppose”
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Taboo, Transgression, and the Devastating
Logic of “Self-Indulgence”
Kym Maclaren

of our experience, and we are freed for the moment from the burdens that these
impose. To indulge is, I contend, to seek to efface the progress of time, to immerse
ourselves in the rhythm of a pure, extended present, a time-span divorced from our
futures, our histories.

“Self-Indulgence”: An Inevitable Human Need?
Escape. We all seek it from time to time—in television or videogames; on
Facebook or in nature; in great amounts of food or alcoholic drink; in shopping
sprees, pornographic images, drug highs, masturbation, or sleep. Even much of
our “working” time may be spent escaping the real demands of our work. By
constantly checking and rechecking one’s email inbox, reading and responding
to even—or especially—the most trivial emails, surfing the internet as a form of
“research,” filing papers, or cleaning up, we find ways to “check out,” to indulge
ourselves in meaningless and mechanical activity, in the comforting numbness of
procrastination.
How are we to understand this impulse to escape, this need to step out of
our projects and to indulge ourselves? Perhaps it is an inevitable part of being
human. Not angelic beings, not purely intellectual, perhaps we must occasionally
descend from our rational, conscientious and progress-oriented forms of life
and let ourselves go to the irrational, animalistic, even plant-like rhythms and
repetitions of mere sentient life.
The rational side of our existence is inherently tied up with work and the
particular way in which time exists for us: we are rational beings because, more
fundamentally, we are working creatures—those for whom progress, rather than
the mere cyclicity of nature, exists. Our work is motivated by a sense of the future
that is informed by the past, and by a corresponding desire to transform the world
into those forms which will serve us better in the future than they have in the past.
Reason emerges in our attempt to understand the fundamental nature of things so
that we might effect such transformations and put these things of the world into
our service. We have, for instance, experienced droughts. And so, we study the
natural movement of water and invent irrigation. In this way, we can be assured
that, even if the approaching season is a dry one, we will still have fields to harvest,
food and drink to sustain us. We are, then, temporal beings in a way that all other
life is not. Informed by our past, we live in a fundamental awareness of the future,
conscious of its threats and concerned to overcome these.
On the one hand, this temporality of our existence is a blessing: it sets us
apart from other animals, and allows us to have reason and a history; it allows us to
develop, to be the self-developing creatures. On the other hand, however, it seems
to be a curse. For we apparently also feel the need for the collapse of the past
and future, and an immersion in the present. Is this not, after all, what indulgence
is about? We let ourselves get caught up in our shopping spree, in that sense of
intoxication, in our masturbatory moment, precisely because therein the pressures
of our long-term commitments disappear, past and future fade from the peripheries

When “Self-Indulgence” Becomes Devastating
If this were all, if being human meant simply a constant oscillation
between work and indulgence, the rational and the irrational, progress and the
pure present, or (as Pico della Mirandola describes it) “striving to compete with
the angels” and “becoming a plant,” then all would be fine. The problem is, the
indulgences of which we speak can become themselves problems for us. We can
develop a kind of addiction to the present, a compulsive need to let ourselves go
to these future-less activities. Such compulsion becomes a problem for us when
it comes to be accompanied by a sense of guilt and fear: we become frightened
of losing a meaningful direction in life, of becoming a merely futile repetition;
we start to worry that this indulgence is in fact a wasting of time, a devastation, a
rendering barren; we feel lesser for having let ourselves go.
I once had a student with sickle cell disease, and thus a shortened life
expectancy. She had spent the largest portion of her life seeking to maintain herself,
to keep her future open, through the use of natural remedies. She was against the
use of mainstream pain medications because she feared that, in the delirium that
they bring on, they might take her away from herself, immerse her in a present
with no sense of the future. But when the pain became too severe in her sickle cell
crises, she found herself having to seek out such pain medications. Once she had
experienced the great relief that came with morphine and other pain reducers, she
began constantly to pine for that ecstatic loss of self and that dissolution of time
that came with such medication. And yet, she hated herself for wanting to indulge
herself in this way: with her future already foreshortened, she feared she might
spend the rest of her life in this future-less immersion in the present. The loss of
self in pain medication became for her both that which was forbidden, evil, wrong,
and that which she felt most compelled to seek out.
How ought one to respond to this kind of situation—to any situation in
which the “indulgence” has come to be experienced as both that which is deeply
appealing, and that which is lowly, wrong, even debilitating? How ought one to
address that compulsion to seek out a guilty pleasure, when that pleasure also
threatens to make one feel fundamentally guilty, a lesser being, someone who is
not living as one ought? Should we call for greater self-control: “just avoid the
indulgence”? Or, should we challenge the notion that we ought always to be in
control of ourselves, and allow ourselves a descent from the angelic realm? Our
response might then involve the claim that the pleasure is not bad except in excess:
“go ahead and take pleasure, just make sure that you don’t get carried away by it;
keep some self-control”; “don’t feel guilty. Some such pleasure is necessary for
maintaining oneself. One needs to play in order to be able to work well”; “don’t
feel bad about the pain medication; let yourself enjoy it when you need it, and
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make sure that you don’t let yourself take more than you need”?
The latter set of responses might seem more compassionate than the first.
But the difference between the two is very slight. For each supposes that the
options of self-control and indulgence are the only options available: whereas the
first response asks for total self-control against indulgence, the latter responses
require of us a self-controlled indulgence, a self-control and vigilance turned upon
our very indulgence. And neither are terribly helpful, for anyone who has felt the
great power of a compulsion to “indulge” knows that the imperative to “keep some
self-control” can only make us feel worse, more guilty, when the compulsion gets
the better of us, as it so often does. It behooves us to ask, then: are self-control and
indulgence the ultimate terms in which we ought to understand these oscillations?
Might there be yet another logic for making sense of these kinds of situations—a
logic that is more constructive and that does not entrench us in further self-loathing
when we find ourselves unable to maintain that self-control?
The Historical Conditions of “Self-Indulgence” and Its Devastations
French philosopher Bataille, in his writings on taboos and transgressions (see
especially Erotism), lends us some insight: the desire to transgress prohibitions
or taboos is, according to Bataille, fundamental to being human; but it is only
since the flourishing of Christianity that such transgressions have come to be
experienced as self-indulgence in something meaningless and profane.
For Bataille, to be human is both to set up prohibitions or taboos, and to
desire to transgress these taboos. Since the beginning of the human species, we
have felt the need to establish taboos in order to enable work, reason, and order.
These taboos are prohibitions against losing ourselves in irrational impulses,
against the ecstasies (etymologically, the state of being displaced from oneself,
outside of oneself) of passion, sex and violence which might prevent us from
doing our individual part in the work-world, and will bring disorder and chaos
into this world. Such prohibitions are motivated, then, by a fear and horror of
disorder and chaos, of losing oneself to the irrational impulses that can govern
us qua natural beings. Taboos are attempts to pull us out of servitude to the
irrationality and arbitrariness of nature, to assert our dominance over nature, to
prevent nature’s undoing of us in death or in the loss of self involved in extreme
passions or sexual orgasm. But such prohibitions are also motivated by the fact
that, in as much as we fear losing ourselves in this violence of nature, we also find
it fascinating, awesome, appealing: as long as we can expect to escape total death
and annihilation, we seek out such losses of self. There would be no need for
taboos or prohibitions, were it not the case that we sometimes desire to play with
the limits of death, to dissolve our personal boundaries and let ourselves go to the
raptures of irrational impulses and sensuality. Taboos work, then, to make what we
already fear—loss of self in nature’s chaos—even more frightening, and ultimately
forbidden. But in its forbiddenness, what is taboo also becomes more fascinating,
more enticing: it becomes even more a charged area of life that solicits us. Taboos,
as Bataille says, ultimately call for their own transgressions.

Since the beginning of human history, then, we find these oscillations
between the work-world and the world of ecstasy in which time collapses and we
experience a loss of self and a merging with, a continuity with, timeless reality.
But until Christianity comes onto the stage, this is not yet the oscillation of selfcontrol and self-indulgence. In pre-Christian times, these transgressions were
the substance of our erotic life. What was taboo, forbidden, was also the sacred.
Transgressions, called for by the taboos, were then forays into the sacred realm:
they were given a special place in the social world, they were encouraged, even,
in their ritual forms; and in losing oneself in the sensuality and convulsions of
orgiastic sex, or in the overwhelming experience of a religious sacrifice, one also
had the sense that one had touched the divine, become one with all of reality. This,
says Bataille, is the experience of the erotic: “Eroticism… is assenting to life up
to the point of death” (Erotism, 11), and such eroticism can be experienced in our
sexual, emotional, or religious lives, as the rapturous loss of self.
The very nature of transgression was transformed, however, by
Christianity. For Christianity, taboos became absolute, such that transgressions
were entirely disallowed. The sacred was no longer the forbidden, but God
Himself, and one attained a unity with him not through transgression, but through
Christian love. Transgressions, then, where they happened, became forays not into
the sacred, but into evil, into sin, into mere self-indulgence. With this re-evaluation
of transgression, eroticism in the fullest sense was lost: instead of bringing about
a rapturous merging (however momentary) with a reality far greater, more sacred,
than oneself, transgression was now simply a way of profaning one’s self and
one’s life. We still sought some kind of excitement and pleasure through these
transgressions, but instead of being rapturous, ecstatic, sacred experiences, the
pleasure became simply the pleasure of doing evil, the pleasure of licentiousness,
the pleasure of self-indulgence. Less fulfilling, less satisfying, this kind of
transgression left us with only one recourse for excitement and pleasure, namely,
seeing how far one could go, indulging in the greatest evil that one’s own strength
could stand without permanently losing oneself.
This, then, is one way to understand our escapes into self-indulgence:
they are transgressions of the taboo to work; they are letting oneself go from the
responsibilities of being a self-controlled, self-directed, conscientious individual.
They are an escape from the future-oriented striving for goals, a “forgetting” of
the future and immersion in the present. But since these kinds of transgressions
are conceived only as escape, only as indulgence, since they are no longer social
rituals and thus have lost all sense of the sacred, of eroticism, of touching ultimate
reality, they now are ruined by the sense that they also are a sign of one’s own
hidden sinfulness, one’s own lowliness and futility. This is how the cycle of selfindulgence, self-loathing and self-control is set up: we become, in Nietzsche’s
language, “ascetics,” attempting to maintain self-control, inevitably slipping,
indulging ourselves in meaningless and lowly behaviours, then loathing ourselves
for letting ourselves go to such futile ways of being, and so seeking to establish
even more self-control. This is how we get caught up in the devastating logic of
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self-indulgence, in the compulsive need to lose ourselves, only to find our lives
getting increasingly barren, becoming empty wastelands.
What, then, is the answer to the devastation involved in this cycle of
indulgence? Can we bring the sacred and the erotic back into our world? Perhaps
some activities like masturbation or various forms of intoxication could come
to have a ritualized, sacred sense again. But can we make “veg-ing” in front
of the TV, playing videogames, surfing the net, shopping, seeking titillation in
pornography sacred? Or are these activities available to us precisely because
we have lost a sense of the sacred; do they exist only as a sign of our loss of the
sacred? Are they, in other words, inherently unerotic? Let me propose that they
are indeed unerotic, and that the answer to the devastating logic of self-indulgence
cannot lie in trying to make them otherwise. We must instead seek foundations,
in our current situations, for a new, more constructive logic that entirely extricates
us from the alternatives of self-control and self-indulgence. And this, in principle,
ought to be possible, since the oscillation between these alternatives is historically
conditioned, and not an oscillation fundamental to human existence.
An Alternative Logic: One’s Life as a Work of Art
Part of what makes this oscillation between self-control and self-indulgence so
potentially devastating is the sense we typically have that this is an unavoidable
alternative, a natural, inevitable part of human life. If we suppose that the only
alternatives available to us are self-control or self-indulgence, and we regularly fail
to succeed in controlling ourselves, then we are drawn into the hopeless sense that
we are simply losers, that we lack the strength of will to be people on top of our
lives. Self-loathing and hopelessness motivate further indulgences, which further
confirm our inability to control ourselves.
One step to freeing ourselves from this cycle is to be found, then, in
recognizing that these alternatives are not inevitable and natural, that they are
rather the products of a certain historical development. The genealogical method,
introduced by Nietzsche, undertakes precisely this task: it seeks to show that
certain seemingly necessary structures of life are in fact the result of a historical
genesis, and thus not as absolute, unconditioned and inevitable as we originally
supposed. We have already seen Bataille offer one such geneaology; but the other
great Nietzschean thinker, Foucault, offers us further insights.
Bataille has argued that the particular notion of transgression as sinful
indulgence and profanation is the result of the Christian tradition; but he seems
still to suppose that the logic of taboo and transgression, more generally, is
basic to human life, something that we cannot get around. Foucault, however,
uses genealogical analyses to show that the very notion that we are constrained
by prohibition and that we break free of this through transgression is itself a
historically conditioned way of explaining our behaviours, and a particular
discourse that further entangles and constrains us.
Foucault (especially in his History of Sexuality, vol.1) seeks to show
us that our lives are shaped and regulated not only, nor even primarily, through

prohibitions or taboos; more fundamentally, our lives are regulated through
discourses. Discourses are ways of talking, and each discourse embodies implicit
assumptions about the nature of the subject-matter under discussion, about how
this subject-matter ought to be explained and made sense of. By virtue of these
assumptions, and by virtue of articulating the issue in a specific manner, discourses
make it possible to take certain routes in thinking about a subject-matter, while
foreclosing others. Discourses thereby shape not only how we conceive of the
world around us, but also what we do. Discourses, in other words, regulate our
behaviour, and the discourse of taboo and transgression is one such regulating
discourse.
Conceiving of taboo and transgression as a regulating discourse changes
our task considerably. The question had been “how will we deal with the need
to transgress, to relinquish self-control and to indulge oneself?” Now, since we
can see the notions of self-indulgence and self-control as part of the same system
of discourse, the question becomes “how is the notion of a problematic selfindulgence conceptually dependent upon a notion of self-control?”; or even more
radically, “how is the act of self-indulgence existentially dependent upon striving
(in accordance with the discourse) for self-control?” In other words, we can now
see that it is not a lack of self-control or indulgence that is the problem; it is rather
the discourse of self-control vs. indulgence that is the problem –this is what is
ultimately devastating, what levels down our lives, empties them of eroticism.
Here, I would like to turn to Sartre for help in deconstructing the discourse
of self-control and self-indulgence. For all their differences, Foucault and Sartre
share a philosophical conviction that our behaviours are always responses to
situations that have already been structured for us by our social world. Sartre
makes this particularly evident in his claims, in Sketch for a Theory of Emotions
and in “Concrete Relations with Others” (in Being and Nothingness), that our
emotional behaviours are attempts to respond to a problem set up by our situation.
Anger, for instance, can be a response to one’s sense that one has been disregarded
or humiliated by another; one seeks to address this situation through anger, which
just is the attempt to assert oneself as superior to the other through belittlement or
a show of physical force. If we turn this way of thinking towards the structural
oscillation between self-control and self-indulgence, we can ask “how is indulgence
a response to a problem set out by the notion of self-control?”
Indulgence, we have noted, involves a move towards a dissolution of self,
a ‘forgetting’ of those very commitments that define one’s life, an escape from the
weight of a future that lies wholly within our hands, whose success is dependent
upon how well we do whatever it is that we ought to be doing. The lived premise
of indulgence is, then, twofold: on the one hand, it arises from the supposition that
there are external criteria, “oughts” imposed from beyond, to which we need to
conform ourselves in order to succeed as persons. On the other hand, it supposes
that we are fully responsible for ourselves, and whether we succeed or fail in the
future is a function of whether we have had the strength to will ourselves into
conformity with these oughts. The great weight of this demand for self-control
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and self-determined success can get to be too much, and then it appears that our
only way out is through the total relinquishment of responsibility, through selfdissolution and the corresponding collapse of our sense of the future. We therefore
indulge ourselves by letting ourselves go.
Once we have recognized the logic of the move from self-control to selfindulgence—once we have seen that self-indulgence is a direct response to the
impossible burden of self-control—we can begin to entertain alternatives that
do better justice to the fact that we are historically situated beings, shaped by
the discourses and practices that define our situation. One such alternative lies
in reconceiving the notion of responsibility. To be sure, we are responsible for
whom we become in this sense: the ways we take up the world and the problems
it presents will shape what further possibilities lie open to us; whom we become
will be a function of our decisions, and we will not be able to disown ourselves as
the mere product of forces beyond us. But we do not fully make ourselves, for we
always begin within a situation and that situation, with all the contingencies that
occur within it, offers us a limited set of possibilities in terms of which we must
make our decisions. In this sense, our responsibility is always conditioned.
To put this another way, our life is not so much a product fully fashioned
by us, as a work of art. Like the artist, the challenge we face is one of creatively
taking up and giving expression to that which has shaped us, moved us, gotten
under our skin. The work of art is never simply the material actualization of a
conception born fully grown from the artist’s own head; it is always a creative
drawing out… an articulation and transformation… of something that outstrips the
artist, that has given itself to her from beyond her, that is not yet (and never will
be) fully within her own grasp. Similarly, our life’s task is a work of art: we need
to take up the situation given to us, to creatively draw out of it, articulating and
transforming, possibilities of meaningfulness that lie within it. Our task is not to
make ourselves conform to some external criteria concerning who we ought to be;
our task is rather to discover within our situation its own internal possibilities, and
to cultivate these into new productive forms of life that overcome the limitations
of our former situation. The student with sickle cell disease, for instance, found
a new joy in life when she ceased trying to meet some external image of the good
life that is based upon the general presumption that one has a long life and is not
constantly in and out of the hospital—when she instead worked creatively with the
facts of her shortened life-expectancy, her regular need to be in the hospital, and
the profound insights and sensitivities to others’ struggles that these experiences
had lent her.
Conceiving our life’s task as a work of art offers us a route between the
alternatives of self-indulgence and self-control. We no longer need to think of
ourselves as having to will ourselves into some particular mold; we need not
answer to external, absolute oughts. But giving up these external oughts is not
mere self-indulgence, either, for we are still having to answer to something.
What is that something? Our own situation. Seeking out the still nascent,
still indeterminate possibilities within our situation, we need to cultivate these
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possibilities, to articulate them in meaningful, enriching directions—in directions,
that is, which, instead of striving to answer to some preset criteria, reveal their
inner meaningfulness as they come into being, which create new, internal criteria.
This is indeed a kind of remolding of oneself, but not the kind that presupposes
what criteria we ought to be living by and that smacks of self-control. This is
a remolding that involves a fundamental openness to the potential meanings of
one’s situation, and that develops these meanings in such a way as to realize new,
provisional criteria to live by, a new way of becoming oneself. This is the creativity
of Nietzsche’s ubermensch. This is not self-control, but self-overcoming.
In what sense is this an alternative to the discourse and way of life that
tends to enmesh us in the devastating logic of self-control—indulgence—selfloathing—self-control? If we no longer conceive of ourselves as having to answer
to externals, and to bear full responsibility for the making of ourselves in terms of
these externals, we will not feel the same need to escape into self-indulgence. We
thus escape the devastating oscillations between answering to what ought to be
done or indulging ourselves: our lives now come to be led in such a way that we
are always answering to ourselves through answering to our own situations. This
is a new way of assenting to life in all we do, a new form of eroticism.
There will, to be sure, still be needs for sleep, for “vegging,” for getting
high or pursuing other ways of immersing ourselves in the present and diminishing
our awareness of the future. This is because, as embodied, non-angelic beings,
we cannot always maintain the same degree of resourcefulness: our very creative
efforts will tire us and reduce the resources we have available to us; our creative
efforts will induce a situation where the situation itself requires that we rest and
restore ourselves. But then, the resting, the immersion into the present, no longer
has the taboo charge that it had when we were caught up in the logic of selfcontrol or indulgence; resting, letting ourselves go, now becomes just another way
of answering to the inner demands of our own situation –a way of answering to
ourselves that is not abandoning the commitments that we hold in the rest of our
lives, but rather allowing ourselves to be restored for them. Resting becomes not a
sinful indulgence in a futile and meaningless activity, but the erotic sense of letting
ourselves be held by something greater than us which will, on its own terms, and
not through the intervention of self-control, inspire a return to the creative activity
of forging our lives.
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